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It was the purpose of this study to attempt to desorlhe
some of the values that can be obtained from the teaching of
science to a Primary (Jroup. The study attempts to Infer
through historical research and a general survey of the
problems and needs of present-day society some of the possible
benefits to be obtained through scientific education. This
Instruction is to be developed as a continuous program from
the Primary School through higher education. Also, that such
instruction be based not on the traditional subject-mastery
point of view but based on those scientific principles which
may be demonstrated as having a contribution in developing
a child’s growth in useful directions. In this way, content
becomes a means and not an end, and science instruction e-
merges not as small content items but as an area of thought
to be measured in terms of largo outcomes.
The study attempts to present a brief survey of the
historical development of science for the child. It attempts
to show the relationship which science instruction has to
the society of the past* Emphasis was placed on description
of some of the values of science to present-day society to-
gether with its probable value to society of the future.
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Although the elementary-science movement seems to he
experiencing something of a vogue in the field of education
today; yet observation seems to indicate that much of the
instruction is to be found only in certain localities. Many
localities have no formal basis of instruction and have not
developed any curriculum for instruction. In such places,
science instruction takes place only if an individual teacher
has a specific interest in developing science programs.
In the Primary School, for the most part, the only
scientific instruction that the child will receive is that
which may occur in his general reading class. In the inter-
mediate grades and in the Junior high school, too often the
science materials are inadequate, while the time allotment
on the program is too brief.
A further purpose of this study was to show that science
is not an Isolated subject, but that it can be allied and
developed through reading programs. It can be allied with
number work. It can bo developed through the field of Art.
The attempt to show such development was used with a Primary
Group (Ago 7—8), but the inference might be drawn that such
correlation between subjects could take place throughout the
elementary school.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AITD DEFIHITIOH OP TERMS USED
Definition of the problem*— This study Is an attempt
to justify the Inclusion within the school curriculum of a
Science program to begin at the lower primary level. It Is
to bo hoped that through the Inclusion of such Instruction,
conceptions which are basic to future scientific attitudes
may be developed from earliest educational life.
Prom such instruction, the larger values that the field
of Science may have to offer can be utilized in the advance-
ment and the enrichment of the young child. It Is recognized
that the present ago presents constant interaction between
the Individual and an environment focussed In a Scientific
Ago.
A search for the value of a scientific education for
the layman offers several factors:
1. The most obvious and perhaps the most limited view
of values offered are the various scientific in-
ventions and conveniences of modem life.
2. More significant and possibly more enduring values
may be some sush as these:
a) The abandonment of old superstitions by
establishing new conceptions. These con-
ceptions may concern space, time, change,
adaptation, man's attempt to control his
environment and various interrelationships.
—3“
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These are conceptions which serve as interpre-
tative ideas and may help the individual to
andoretand better the natural and social events
of the universe about him. 17
b) Teaching of such attitudes may help to lead
the growth of the individual into the line
of scientific truths. The purpose of such
instruction is not along lines of small con-
tent items but rather is an expression of
significant ideas which may contribute to
growth in the understanding and interpreta-
tion of both our heritage of man’s past ex-
perienoe and our problems of new experience.—/
If a background of ideas and experiences is developed
within and around the individual, such concepts may become
a daily part of the individual’s thinking power and an in-
fluence in the direction of his subsequent action.
It may be that only through the media of the elementary
school can such concepts be brought to the minds of the
children. If the elementary school is to carry out effective-
ly its purposes in establishing scientific conceptions, it
becomes evident that a background of experiences instilled
from the earliest grades in the primary school is necessary.
In this way, the child can from an early age be familiar with
the rudiments of a scientific vocabulary; his senses can be
made keener and more alert to the life and the existing con-
ditions of his own home and community.
1/ Gerald S« Craig, Science for the Elementary School Teacher .
Boston: Ginn and Company, 194(5 .,pp. 7-^
^ Ibid ^^-p,14
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The elementary school is the school of all the people.
Prom these classrooms will come the future scientists and
the future layman. It is for the future layman that the
purposes and concerns of this early education are to he aimed*
It is on this early level of schooling that the challenge of
education is contained, for it is here and for hut a brief
time that the school may attempt to reach all the children
of all the people.
As we move past the elementary school level, the process
of elimination begins. Education becomes more and more
specialized and is directed toward the future scientists or
future specialists in various fields of learning.
The purpose of the primary and the elementary school is
to try to help develop and encourage the potential specialists
but also to awaken and direct the thinking of the child who
will not be going into specialist fields, but who will con-
stitute a large part of his future group.
The world Itself is becoming more and more a place for
specialists. Haphazard, casual reasoning based on prejudice,
superstition or indifference, will not further the development
of the individual or be of much benefit to him in successful
adjustment to problems which may confront him.
It is important that we develop an awareness within the
individual to realize the importance of basing conduct upon
the best expression of truth available at the time. B^ths,
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hearsay and gossip are harriers to progress. It is only hy
developing a orltioal attitude, a questing mind and a desire
for just action that any progress can he made.
Such attitudes of thought and behavior cannot spring
full grown, hut must he Inculcated from the earliest age.
It would seem that the schools could wield the greatest
influence, attempt to establish desirable habits of thought,
and reach the greatest number of people, if such scientific
education were begun in the lower primary school.
Definition of terms used .
—
Content items refer to the traditional subject-
mastery method of education. Organization of content items
included lectures, recitations, tests, etc. This type of
program was built with the idea of producing specialists in
various fields. It was not concerned with the layman. It
made little attempt to guide the growth of the individual
toward large values and greater understanding of himself
and the environment within which he lives.
The present-day trend for Science in the elementary
school is concerned not so much with small content items
to be memorized, recited, and written on test papers, but
rather to develop large values and wide objectives which
may benefit the education of children in an environment of
u
an age of science. Craig states:”... content is valuable
only in so far as it meets the need of child and of society."
g/ Ibid ., p.l.
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"permanent massive facts of life.” This does not mean
that our Interpretation of such facts may not change, but
ratlier that there is permanence in human challenge. Con-
ceptions are not mere content, but are interpretative ideas
serving to help the individual adjust and better understand
the society and the universe within which he finds himself.
A conception to be valid should be universal in charactei
and not limited in any sense to one race or to one form of
society. The following are some general conceptions from
which various objectives of study in the elementary school
might be drawn:
Space is vast.
The surface of the earth has not always had its
present appearance and is constantly changing.
Life has developed from simple forms*
The sun is a source of energy*
All matter is probably electrical in structure.
The earth and its life are greatly affected by
the ocean of air, which completely surrounds the
earth.
Light is indispensable to life. The phenomena of
light and the applications that man has made of it
are important to his continued progress*
Through the interdependence of species and the
struggle for existence, there t«nds to be main- c/
tained a balance among the many forms of life. ^
y Gerald S. Craig, Ibid . . p*7
6/ Ibid ., pp.7-8.
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Solentlflo attitudes are the values and objectives
which may be enoonraged in the thinking of the individual at
the elementary school level* These soientiflo attitudes grow
out of the development of a problem based upon a scientific
conception*
Some scientific attitudes
Man’s conception of truth changes*
Much knowledge remains to be discovered.
Conditions favorable to life are likely to persist
on the earth for a very long time;no catastrophe for
the entire earth is probable for an immense period
of time. ^
Social attitudes . Study and development of scientif-
ic conceptions may develop scientific attitudes which may in
turn direct the individual into paths of thought and action
utilizing desirable social attitudes.
Some social attitudes
We should not depend on mere hearsay and gossip;
unwarranted prejudices against others should never
be allowed to influence our actions.
Ho two living things are exactly alike .although
they may be of the same kind. We should not base
our ideas of foreign peoples upon one individual
foreigner whom we have known.
Science is international in scope. The discoveries
we study in science have been produced by men of
many nationalities.
In science, the earth must be considered as an
entity; a disturbance in the physical or biological
world in one part of the earth may have significance
for other parts. In a community, a fire in one
section is the concern of the entire community* A
6/ Craig, Ibid .
,
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disease or a pest In one section of the world may
become the concern of all peoples* nations, there-
fore, should work together in an intelligent way
for the welfare of all peoples o 7/
Age levels * Craig divides his sequence of science
into three levels :
1* Lower primary, ages 5-8*
2* Primary, ages 8-10.
3* Intermediate, ages 10-13* —
'
This study deals with the lower primary level* The
specific work was carried out with a second grade, age range
7-8* With deviations and additions, some of the principles
utlllaed might be worked out with a slightly lower age level,
and with a slightly higher age level*
7/ Craig, Ibid * . p.l9*
£/ Craig, Ibid * , p.518*
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REVIEW 0? THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER II
REVIE97 OP THE LITERATURE
A Study of Science in the field of Primary and Elementary
Education reveals a great disparity in the formulation of the
purposes and philosophies of such instruction.
In 1902, Hodge^ in his hook, Hature Study and Life . states;
In basing a plan of nature study upon its human
values it may be necessary to explain what is meant
by the worth of the study in the curriculum. Thrcut-
out all the details of the various kinds of values
we shall discuss, the paramount value to be aimed at
is otoracter
,
will to do good
,
power to create
^pptness . No lesson ”^Eat does not contribute toward
this end can claim the right to a place in the
course.
Munso in 1903, states the alms of teaching science to
be these:
To briefly summarize, then, our task seems to be;
(a) to impart (knowledge, power ) ; (b) to train (sense
perception, thinking, judgment, imagination, ex-
pression); (c) to develop (the sense of right and
truth, the sense of the beautiful, higher Ideals,
character). Let us keep these things in mind in
developing our method.
9/ Clifton P. Hodge, Nature Study and Life . Boston; Ginn and
Company, 1902, p.l7.





New York: E.L. Kellogg and Company, 1903, p.86.
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In 1911. L.H. Bailey —An his book. The nature Study
Idea writes;
We are to open the child’s mind to his natural
existence, develop his sense of responsibility
and of self-dependence, train him to respect
the resources of the earth, teach him the obliga-
tions of citizenship, .. .quioken his relations to
human life in general, and touch his imagination
with the spiritual forces of the world.
12/
Trafton TTn 1911, succinctly states the purposes of
science instruction to be these; "In the lower grades the
dominant purpose shall be the aesthetic; in the upper grades
the dominant purpose shall be the economic and social."
13/
According to KollT3n his book. The Teaching of Science
in Elementary and Secondary Schools (1939 ) , the aims of science
teaching before 1850 were two; first, it was believed to have
Infonnational value and secondly, religious value. The text-
books contained much miscellaneous material and many isolated
facts. Thus the science textbook was largely encyclopedic
in character. Learning, at this time, involved memorization
of names, classifications, etc.... This was believed to be
beneficial to the person who wished to be well educated.
Botany, zoology, and some of the physical sciences were be-
lieved to give the pupil a better understanding of (Jod through
a study of living things and natural events.
11/ L.H. Bailey, The Nature Study Idea; An Interpretation.
ITew York; (4th ed. revised) Macmillan, 19ll, p.ll.
12/ Gilbert Trafton, The Teaching of Science in the Elementary
^^ool. Boston ;Houghton Mifflin, 1918, p.l96.
IS/ victor H. Noll, The Teaching of Science in Elementary and
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IJoll goes on to record that from 1850 to 1910, the
emphasis on the alms of teaching science began to change.
The religions aim began to disappear; the Informational aim
persisted; a new aim appeared and became prominent— this was
known as the disciplinary aim. This aim Inferred that throngh
science instruction various desirable traits could be developed
In the individual. At this time, laboratory instruction be-
came popular, and it was thought that the disciplinary values
could be strengthened through such instruction#
Men like Huxley, Spencer, and Eliot were strong believers
and exponents of this so-called * disciplinary’ aim in science.
They expressed many convictions on the matter both in writing
and in speeches. But by the close of the nineteenth century,
this theory of formal discipline was subjected to experimental
study. The results of these experiments showed that the trans-
fer of training from one function to another was so small as
to be negligible. After this, the idea of formal discipline
fell into disrepute, and science lost much of its prestige.
Enrollment in science courses, especially at the secondary
level, began to decrease. —
li/
Noll continues his historical survey by saying that
since 1910, science teaching began to regain lost ground and
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to become more vigorous in its application. The idea of
transfer in training is coming into acceptance again, but
in a much more moderate sense than in previous years. The
general aim at present is to try to fit people for better
living and better adjustment to environment and present-day
society#
Since 1910, there have been varied and comprehensive
statements of the aims of science teaching, loll after
summarizing the study of statements of aims brings out the
following statements of facts gathered from his study :
1. There is a great emphasis on knowledge aims
at all levels. This was found to be the case
no matter what sources were consulted.
2. The development of desirable habits is the
second most frequently-mentioned aim of science
teaching in elementary and junior high schools,
but is considered of minor importance in the
senior high school.
3. These findings point to the change in emphasis
upon aims as we proceed up the science ladder
from elementary science to chemistry and physics.
The emphasis on knowledge of facts and principles
and on development of skills Increases; that on
knowledge leading to an understanding of the
nature and organization of the environment that
decreases, as does also the emphasis on habit
formation and development of appreciations#
Undoubtedly, these changes in emphasis reflect,
in part at least, two influences, one being that
of college entrance requirements, and the other,
1
a difference in function between elementary and
secondary schools.
4. A relatively small amount of emphasis is placed
at all levels upon the development of attitudes.
With few exceptions the relative frequency of
mention of scientific attitudes as an outcome of
instruction in science is surprisingly low. The
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4# marked agreement of tlie data on this point
leads to confidence in their validity* However,
it is encouraging that 15*4 per cent of the
sources in the present study do mention scientif-
ic attitude.
6. A surprising fact brought out by these data is
the relatively small importance attached to
health and development of health habits. Even
in the elementary science, the health aim con-
stitutes only 6.3 per cent of those mentioned,
and it receives mention as an aim in only 16*
7
per cent of all sources* 17/
G.S. Counts —in making a survey of the aims of science
instruction as shown by study of ourrioulums of high schools
in fifteen cities in different parts of the country makes the
following statement:
There is one rather severe orltiolsm which may be
applied to the entire science program in the high,
school with the exception of the course in general
science* Most of the courses seem to lack human
interest. The materials are organized about the
Interests of scientists rather than about the in-
terests of high school boys and girls or of ordinary
persons* . •
•
Further on in the report Counts states:
..*That science has profoundly modified the prevail-
ing conceptions of the world and has been instrumen4-i
tal in transforming the material world in which men
live must be admitted, but the science courses have
not been organized and taught so as to give the
pupil a feeling of this significance*
12/Uoll says of this account that until teachers stop i
17/ tictor Eoll« op * Pit *
.
pp*8-9.
16/ S.S. Counts, The Senior ^gh School Curriculum
, Supple-
mentary Educational Monographs^ Eo* 2d* Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1926, p*ll*
19/ Victor H* Holl, 0£* oit *
.
pp. 10-11.
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thinking of solenoe In terms of acquisition of facts, and
view It rather as capable of bringing about changes of behavior
and thinking of the pupil, such criticisms as Counts expressed
are clearly merited.
20 /
F.Go Bllllg “^n her study, A Technique for Developing
Content for a Professional Course ^n Science for Teachers In
Elementary Schools
, (1930), states that In a survey of 198
teachers* colleges and normal schools located In forty-one
states, the catalogues for the academic years 1927-1928-1929
show 146 of them offering some type of course In science de-
signed for teachers In elementary schools; 106 of these schools
made this a required course.
A study of catalogue descriptions of those science
courses and a survey of Table I as outlined by Bllllg shows
a wide variation In the training provided. The following
descriptions Indicate this;
Nature Study- A course Intended to give the general
knowledge of nature which Is needed by the teachers
In lower grades.—Southwest State Teachers College,
j
i'
Springfield, Missouri Biennial Catalogae, July, 1928,
'
page 64.
Nature Study . In this course Is presented subject
matter, alms, and methods In nature study for the
20
/
Florence G* Bllllg, A Technique for Developing Content
^or a Professional Course In Science for teachers In Element-
al 5’ofaools . Teachers College. Columbia Universliv. Contribu-
|
tlons to Education,No. 397. New York; Columbia University, 1930.:
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grades. This course consists of lectures and
field work.— The Nebraska State Normal and Teach-
ers College, Kearney, Nebraska,Annual Catalogue,
1928-1929.
Elementary Science . This course aims to give
students the necessary knowledge of plant and
animal life and such simple effects of physical
and chemical science as can be taught in the el-
ementary school.
Differentiated sections deal with nature study
materials and methods appropriate to the Kinder-
garten-Primary or Intermediate grades.—Maryland
State Normal School, Towson, Maryland, Announoe-
21 /
ment, 1928-29, pages 34-36. —
A survey of Table I (Billig) which includes titles of
Science courses indicates that more than 139 of the courses
Included the words 'Nature Study* somewhere in the title.
This can be contrasted with the words 'Elementary Science*
which appeared in only thirteen titles. Other titles were:
Plant Life; Animal life; Biology; School Gardening.
23/
In the Billig study fl930) it was shown that of 954
students enrolled in science courses of 14 teacher-training
21/ F.G. Billig. op
. clt . , p.2
^ Ibid ., pp.2-3.
^ Ibid ., p.95.
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Institutions ,55*03 per cent of the students had secured some
scientific background from the high school; 43*71 per cent
had received some training in high school and some in college.
This means that 98*74 per cent of the students enrolling in
a teacher-training science program had a preparation that
was predominantly high school training.
This high school training showed evidence of much varia-
tion. Seneral Science had been studied by 54.19 per cent;
Physics studied by 41*67 per cent; 40.67 per cent had studied
Chemistry; 37*11 per cent had studied Biology. Of all other
sciences studied in high school, the rating was 21.06 per cent
or less. Such variation of training showed that there could
be no definite body of knowledge upon which a professional
course for teacher training could be established* —
^
Billig developed in her study the following points and
recommended them... "As a means of selecting and organizing
core and marginal content for a professional course in Science
for teachers in elementary schools.”
The summary follows;
1* The organization of teaching materials around
large principles of science which serve as
guides in the selection of content.
24/ P.G* Billig, 0£* cit * * p*96
2^ Ibid *, p*91.
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2. The derivation of the elements of content hy
means of an analysis of literature written by
experts for the specialist and for the lay
reader, together with an analysis of outlines
of science in use in elementary schools.
3. The selection, by means of criteria, of core
materials which consist of those elements which
relate directly to the principles of science
and without which their suitable realization
could not be attained.
4. The selection, by moans of criteria, of marginal
materials which consist of those elements con-
tributing to an enriched background of exper-
ience enabling the teacher in training to secure
enlarged interpretations of core material and
which, at the same time, give him the security
in his subsequent teaching which comes only
through adequate preparation*
5* The evaluation of the elements selected as core
and marginal materials on the basis of exper-
ience and judgment of Instructors who have had
broad training in science and who are primarily
interested in training teachers to teach in
elementary schools.
6. The organization of elements into teaching units
in such a way that, as the teaching progresses,
the simple elements will form more and more
complex associations which will develop gradually
the principles in the minds
The National Society for the Study of Education devoted
27/
the Thirty-First Yearbook^ tart I to the subject, A Program
for Teaching Science, 1932. Chapter IV of this report
86/ F.G. Billig, 0£. cit * , pp. 91-92,
27/ ”A Program for Teaching Science”, Thirty-First Yearbook
01 the National Society for the Study of Education ,
"
Part I*
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entitled "The Objectives of Science Teaching In Relation to
28/
the Aim of Education" by S. Ralph Powers,“?ays that principles
and generalizations are objectives* The test to determine
what principles or generalizations should be used Is their
usefulness and extent to which they relate to the welfare of
human beings*
With these major generalizations come their associated
scientific attitudes and these are of such Importance that
understandings of them are made the objectives of science
teaching* In this article Powers goes on to state;
•••it is proposed that the curriculum in science
for a program of general education be organized
about large objectives, that understanding and
enlargement of these objectives shall constitute
the contribution of science teaching to the ultimate
aim of education, and that the course of study be
so organized that each succeeding grade level shall
present an increasingly enlarged and increasingly
mature development of the objective* 29 /
Powers .52/ further recommends that in order to give
understanding to major generalizations, the organization of
learning experiences must be carefully integrated. Related
subjects should be brought together. These subjects should be
developed Into learning experiences* Prom this learning will
come ideas which may be developed into generalizations and
principles*
28/ S* Ralph Powers (Chairman of the Committee on Science
T^chlng) "A Program for Teaching Science", Thlrtv^Plrst
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The Committee recognizes the aim of education to he
'life enrichment*. Keeping this in mind,Powers states :
”*• .objectives of science teaching to be the functional
understanding of the major generalization of science and
31/
the development of associated scientific attitudes." —
'
Chapter X of the Thlrty-Plrst Yearbook is entitled,
"The Program of Science in the Elementary School," and was
j
32/
written by C.S. Craig. Craig—'writes that the first task
in developing a course of study in science is the selection
of content. This selection may take place with the constant
realization of the place and function of the Elementary School
|
in modem society. That primary purpose is the education
and the development of intelligent laymen. This is opposed
to objectives of the past which largely stressed the voca-




in his book. The Origins of Element-
ary School Science (1941), establishes the study of science
for children into six chronological periods. The first period
briefly describes the beginnings of science for children and :
ii
the dates are circa 1760-1850. This period Included materials i
31 / S. Ralph j’owers. op . olt .
,
p.67. I
32/ Gerald S. Craig, "A Program for Teaching Science", TMrty- i
rTrst Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of !Ed-
uoation
.
Part iT^loomington. Illinois: Public School PubTTsh-
Ing Company, 1932
.
33/ Orra E. Underhill, The Origins of Elementary School Scienco
TJHicago: Scott Poresman and Company, 1^41, p.7.
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of soienoe whioh were put into children’s books to servo as
j
instruction. These were called "the didactic writings" and I
the authors were referred to as "the didactic writers." 1800-
18S6 saw the height of the influence and use of such writing.
Much of the early instructional literature for children
|
was written in dialogue and story form to be used first by
tutor and parent and later to serve as the earliest school
|
tests. These books were based on the educational theories
of Locke and his followers. In these earliest forms of gen-
eral Instruction reading there can be found traces of science.
Some of the books contained discussions in dialogue concem-
34 /
Ing water, fire, cold, autumn, and similar subjects.—
'
36 /
Robert Copeland (1508-1547) wrote The Secret of Secrets
of Aristotle which he described as "very good to teach children
M/
to read." Chaucer compiled many translations from the Latin
to the English concerning descriptive and observational Astr©-
nomy. liThen hie son, Lewis, asked him to explain the use of
an astrolabe, Chaucer answered him by writing an interesting
scientific treatise.
£1
54/ Orra E. Underhill, 0£. cit .
35/ The authorship is attributed to Robert Copeland by the
^^otionary of national Biograp^ ,Vol.ZII
,
but is given by
Florence Barry7 in A denary of Children’s Books , London:
Methuen and Co .Ltd., 19^S, as”¥llliam Copeland.
56 / Geoffrey Chaucer, Complete Works , fed. W.W. Skeat),
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1894-1897, III, pp. 176-241.
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Many educators have referred to Comenlus as the first
to introduce the study of nature in the schools. These studies
were used as a means of building vocabulary, but today such
topics would be termed elementary school science.
The second chronological period as outlined by Underhill
is from 1825-1860 and describes early science in the schools.
This is a period in which group instruction in schools was
begun. Many of the special texts and readers contained sci-
ence materials; those books contained the most materials which
were later to influence future science programs and were pub-
38/
lished between 1850 and 1870.
The didactic writings of the early 1800* s form the origin
of the elementary-school program. And early writers were
dominated in their writings by strong religious influences.
Materials used at this time made use of ’’explicit statements
of purpose in terms of religious values.”
40/
Mrs. E.M. Fields 7tn speaking of some of the books appear-
ing at the latter part of the 18th century says:
37/ Comenlus, Orbis Pictus
,
1728 ed. tr. by Hoole. London:
TTh. Sprint, The Tuana tlnguarum Reserata
,
1631.
38/ Orra E. Underhill, 0£. cit . , p.7.
52/ P*21
40/ Mrs. E.M. Field, The Child and Hie Book . London: Wells
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About this time there began to appear the earliest
of those little books which endeavored to give in-
formation on all manner of subjects; History, Astro-
nomy, Science, Natural History, Botany, Manufactures.
Sometimes the learned tutor takes his pupil for a
walk and discourses on all they see; or else,Harry,
thirsting for knowledge, extracts it by questions
from a remarkably accurate and omniscient mamma.
Writers who gave emphasis to science were Mrs. Anna
Barbauld (1743-1825) who worked much of the time with her
brother John Aiken, a doctor, well known for his work in
science. Both her father and her husband conducted schools.
Marla Edgeworth (1769-1858) was another writer of influence
and her father, a scientist, was identified with the intro-
duction of elementary science into the school curriculum.
Also, a Mrs. Maroet (1769-1858), wife of a physician and
experimental chemist, was noted for her books, and at the
41;
time of her death, many schools were using her books as texts.
As the influence of this new science became firmer, many
efforts were made to reconcile religion and science. Many
of the writers who followed the Edgeworths and Mrs. Barbauld
wore poorly informed in the facts of science and more con-
42/
corned with religious implications^
The alms of science expressed at this time were such
statements as : ^better to comprehend the great plan of God
in creation;” ”the central aim is the unity of nature and its
expression of a perfect God through a perfect self;” ”to
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teaoh moral lessonsfthese and similar expressions told the
alms and purposes of science at this tlme*^/
An example of this is seen in the introduction of one
M/
of S#G. Goodrich* s“Vorks concerned with the study of natural
science:
”We call them (scientific investigations) studies of
nature ; but they are in truth, studies into the ways of God...
The true mode of pursuing scientific studies is to regard
them as investigations into the work of the Almighty ”
A summary of this period as given by Underhill contains
these points:
1* First-hand study of things and phenomena made
up a significant part of the didactic writings
for children* These writings were specifically
designed as instructional materials and were
used to some extent in the schools of the
United States during the first half of the 19th
century*
2* Among the most influential of the didactic
writers were a few who strongly emphasized
the sciences* These individuals were in most
oases exceptionally well-educated and well-
informed, both as to science and the educational
theory of their time*
3* Although the writings of these individuals re-
flected liberalizing tendencies of the time,
the conservative and reactionary forces, which
usually are strong factors in shaping school
45/ Orra E* Underhill, op* oit*
,
p*23.
44/ Samuel G. Goodrich, A Glance at the Sciences. Boston:
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3.(cont.) procedures, prevented these writings
from exerting much influence* Some of the sci-
ence materials, found their way into school texts
and readers*
4* Because of the dominant influence of religious
thought, the science was frequently distorted
in order to serve as support for the arguments
of a "natural theology*"
5. Attempts to utilize the science as a means of
training in reflective thinking resulted in
considerable emphasis on the form and defini-
tions of classified science*
6* The best of the didactic writings was based in
large part upon the theories of education em-
bodied in the works of Locke and Rousseau*
They reflect the emphasis on (1) a psychology
of learning which looks to first-hand exper-
ience with things and phenomena of nature as
the source of ideas, and (2) a methodology
which provides satisfying activity on the part
of the child*
7* There may be found revealed in these writings
elements which still are considered valid in
terms of present-day programs of elementary-
school science* 45/
The third chronological period as established by
Underhill is the period (circa 1860-1880) called Object
Teaching* This type of instruction is generally accepted
to be a forerunner of elementary science* Underhill feels
that while this is, to some extent, true in the upper grammar
grades, it is less true in the early grades. In the primary
grades children's literature is seen as the forerunner to
45/ Orra E. Underhill, ^* cit * , p*46
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a solenoe program. Object teaching was an attempt to utilize
the study of things and phenomena and was presented under
highly formal methodology. Interest in this type of presenta-
tion gradually lessened and attention again began to focus
. .
46/
on science as a subject. —
The next period (fourth) (circa 1870-1900) deals with
the development of science curricula. These curricula had
varied purposes and interpretations. The three of the widest
significance were; Harris curriculum (1871); the writings
of the McMurrys (1896-1900), and Jackman and associates (1890-
V 4V1900) at the Cook County lormal School.
A fifth division represents the period (circa 1890-1920)
which was characterized by nature study* It was during this
period that countless Hature Manuals appeared. Introduction
of nature study into the schools was hailed with enthusiasm.
Criticism of this movement was centered not so much on the
procedures and objectives of the leaders but on the "in-
terpretation which was given to the educational theory they
48/
expressed." — Many of these procedures and modes of think-
ing are influential in the thinking of many teachers of the
present day.






48/ Ibid ., p.8
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Concerning the sixth chronological period called Recent
49/
Trends (circa 1910-1939), Underhill says: i
Recent trends are characterized by the attempt
to formulate a program which gives conscious atten-
tion to the part played by generalization in the
learning process. This program has its roots in
Jachman*s work and has been influenced by Dewey*
s
How We Think (1910) , and his later writings. A
more“Hynamic concept of science is being stressed
which emphasizies its techniques and habits of
thought as part of a way of life by means of which
the individual may interact with his changing en-
vironment in such a way as to promote a satisfying
adjustment within the framework of a democratic
social order*
Each of these six periods shades almost im-
perceptibly into the next,with many of the trends
overlapping to a considerable extent chronologically*
Moreover, the second, fourth, and sixth periods foim
one continuous development, with its roots in the
children’s literature. Object Teaching and Rature
Study represent, rather, interludes in a general
trend, during which emphasis was placed on method-
ology at the expense of understanding*
The claim of those who elaborate the theme of Object
Teaching is that it is a method and not a subject* Its
purpose is to proceed from the simple to the complex. It
was (as a method) usually applied by a formalized type of
questioning. Writers of Object-Teaching manuals carried
these principles into specific lessons. The concept of
"higher" and "lower" faculties was developed. The result
was a serial development of education which placed definite
emphasis on memory and observation in the lower grades and
deliberately attempted to eliminate attempts at developing
reasoning ability*
49/ Orra E. Underhill, op . cit*
, pp.8-9.
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Salmon
,
in his book, Longmans * Object Lessons (1873),
states: "The study promotes the growth and vigour of the
faculties employed in observation, classifioation, generaliza-
tion, and inductive reasoning; but of these the faculties em-
ployed in observation are most active in young children, the
others being dormant or altogether absent."
Underhill in his summary of this type of instruction
says:
1) Object Teaching was a complex methodology based
upon the principles of the faculty psychology. The
attempt to apply these principles, as interpreted
by Pestalozzi and his followers in England, em-
phasized (a) analysis of instructional materials
into its simplest elements, which are to be taught
first, and (b) separation of perception, conception,
and reasoning into serially developing faculties.
2) Assumptions of a serial development of the
faculties led to emphasis on observations and memory
in the lower grades.
3) Although the emphasis on method resulted almost
in neglect of the function of organized knowledge
in the thinking process, the selection of lessons
and method of presenting individual lessons Indicates
that the specialized sciences exerted some Influence
on these materials.
4) Although the fundamental purposes of Object
Teaching were expressed in terms of training the
faculties, it was often considered as a technique
for Imparting useful information.
5) The science presented in the Object-Teaching
materials frequently rationalized to give support
to the Christian theology.
50/ David Salmon. Longmans* Object Lessons. TTew York:
Scribner,Armstrong, 1873, pp.5-6.
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6) The extreme formalism with which the theories
of Object Teaching were pnt into practice led to
the very meaningless memorization and verbalism
which the educational reformers were trying to
avoid*
7) The specialized methodology, together with the
emphasis on objective materials to the exclusion of
books, made heavy demands upon the ability and the
knowledge of the teacher. 52 /
As Interest in Object Teaching waned, a strong demand
for science in the elementary-school program became evident.
Industrial expansion based on theoretical science and tech-
nology caused science to be looked upon as a "practical" as
53/
well as a "cultural" subject. —
William T. Harris is generally credited with the first
general plan for an elementary-school science curriculum.
A preface to an 1887 edition says, "it has been accepted
for sixteen years as the best presentation of the subject."—/
His elementary-science curriculum was based upon a
philosophical foundation and it emphasized ideas and their
relationships. It was the first detailed elementary-science
65/
curriculum to have influence on education.
—
62/ Orra E. Underhill, 0£. oit .
.
p.92.
64^ Ibid ., p.lOO.
M/ IMi-. p.153.
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56/
The MoMurrys, Charles, Prank and Lida, exerted great
Influence on educational theory and practice through their
writing, teaching, and lecturing. The basis for many of
the teacher-training courses in the normal schools were
formed from their theories and influence.
The elementary-school science program as expressed by
them resulted in making science incidental to history and




Francis Wayland Parker —was a strong influence in using
science as the unifying principle for the elementary- school
curriculum. He supported the work of Jackman and Straight
along this lino at the Cook County normal School, later the
Chicago Institute, and finally at the School of Education
of the University of Chicago. Parker* s influence in science
teaching in the elementary school has been very great. The
effects came largely through the work of Jackman and Straight
who have taught and directed the science work of the practice
schools of the University of Chicago School of Education.
Here for the first time was presented an elementary-science
program which aimed at giving an understanding of the uni-
verse and emphasized scientific techniques as a method of
problem solving*
56/ Charles McZenny,"The MoMurrys in American Education,”
Feabody Journal of Education .March, 1958. 5:262-268.
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Wilbur S. Jackman first plemned an elementary- school
program in 1899. His course of study is outlined in the
Cook County Biennial School Reports for 1890-1892. Jackman
and others, under the leadership of Parker, tried to formulatji
an elementary-school program in which science was the core.
Jackman emphasized the part played by"generalizations of
science as guides to organization*
Religious influences were still strong, but there was
little trace of this influence in the programs of Harris,
the McMurrys, and Jackman. The trend that they aim to
establish is"..* to seek for behavior controls in terms of
cooperative group behavior based on intelligent understand-
ing of the social problems Involved rather than on theolog-
ical principles*"
62/
UnderhillTin his summary states ;
5*** Conflict between "cultural" and "practical"
values resulted in much confusion of thought with
regard to the ultimate purposes of the elementary-
school program. The most influential through their
relationships to teacher-training programs support-
ed a more generalized approach to science in terms
of cultural and disciplinary values, whereas those
more directly associated with control of the schools
more often supported science in terms of vocational
values* Each of these groups tended more or less
t^ rationalize its position in terms of both types
of values*
59/ Wilbur S* Jackman, Nature Study for the Common Schools.
!Tew York: Henry Holt, 1591.
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7.. .Although faculty psychology continues to domi-
nate the thinking of many, educational theory
is shifting the concept of mental discipline
away from an exercising of specific faculties
and toward a more generalized idea of mental
discipline* This tends to oppose the limita-
tions of the study of nature by young children
to observation only, and emphasizes the signif-
icance of insight and understanding in reflect-
ive thinking*
9***A11 of the science programs proposed continue
to give increasing emphasis on the need of
first-hand observation and experience. Changing
viewpoints as to the nature of mental activity,
the growing importance of the laboratory method
in science, and increasing attention to the
child as a biological organism all tend to em-
phasize experimentation and problem-solving
types of activities instead of mere observation
and description.
10. The programs of elementary science proposed
during the last half of the nineteenth century
failed to affect practice, largely through the
lack of teachers able to handle the program. 63/
At this time (circa 1890-1920), the so-called Nature-
Study movement swept the country* There was a diversity of
purposes as set forth by the many proponents of this movement.!
Underhill sets forth a series of outcomes, paraphrased
from various sources published in 1906* i
To help the child become familiar with the
|
things about him; to appreciate them for their
value, to love them for their beauty.
To bring the child to a living sympathy with
everything that is.
To give things their true ethical value.
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To keep alive the office and nse of poetry,
particularly the form called verse.
To appreciate nature descriptions in literature
To make his surroundings more attractive to
the country child on the farm.
To give appreciation of the practical value
of living phenomena.
To cause the child to appreciate for no other
reason aside from loving them ^plants and
animals ' . 64/
There were many voices raised in opposition to these
varied nature study aims. Some of the criticisms were :
Emphasis almost wholly upon biological materi-
als*
Anthropomorphic explanations
Culture-epoch theories as a basis of organiza-
tion
A study of isolated and unrelated phenomena
which lacks organization.
Emphasis on poetry and myth
Work incidental to that of some other subject
Methodology based on the assTimption that
children cannot reason in the early grades.
Extravagant claims for emotional and aesthetic
outcomes
Emphasis on identification and the learning
of isolated bits of fact. 65 /
64/ Orra E. Underhill, oj^. cit
.
, pp. 171-172.
65/ Ibid ., p.170.
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Underhill states that the criticisms which seem to have
the greatest significance in terms of influence on present-
day trends are;
Lack of organization
Assumptions as to difference in kind of reason-
ing ability at different age levels.
Extravagant claims for aesthetic and emotional
outcomes. 66/
The attitudes of sentimentalism, imaginative sensibility
and the general attitudes of romanticism as expressed in the
writings of the day (circa 1890-1910), and the general atti-
tudes of the people resulted in the Nature-Study type of
program. In this way emphasis could be placed on various
aesthetic values and expressed through terms of emotion and
sentiment.
Prom the very beginning of the program. Nature Study
had its critics. The most important and valid of these
criticisms were ;
Lack of organization
Limitation of children* s capacity to reason
Extravagant claims for emotional, sentimental,
and aesthetic values. 67/
In the summary of this section Underhill states;




^ Ibid ., p*213.
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7. AssTimptions as to the nature of children’s
interests and their part in motivating learning
led to the assumption that the immediate and
casual Interests of children should he the
leading factor in the selection of what is to he
studied, Nevertheless, details of programs as
given in Nature-Study manuals reveal that the
organisation of the specialized sciences was
an influential factor in the selection of materi-
als and methods of presentation*
8* Continued emphasis on first-hand observation
and ’nature not hooks 'led in practice to seasonal
organization of materials, theoretical emphasis
on field trips and out-of-door nature experience,
and identification as an end in itself. In spite
of this emphasis (in theory) on first-hand ex-
perience, much of the material classified as
Nature Study was in the form of reading materi-
als and stories about nature, and a great deal
of this was fable, myth and fairy tale.
9* One of the chief oharacterlstics of Nature Study
was its use of anthropomoiTphio interpretations
of nature as a means of stimulating the imagina-
tion and arousing Interest.
10* Although theoretical discussion usually advocated
a well-rounded program including the physical
sciences, in practice Nature Study came to he
considered as dealing almost wholly with bio-
logical nature. This was probably owing to
the greater ease with which such materials could
be obtained and handled by teachers untrained
in science, and to the fact that those most in-
terested in introducing Nature Study into the
schools were largely specialists in the bio-
logical sciences, 68/
M/Craig states that selection of objectives should con-
form to these conceptions: "(1) that greatly influence the
thinking of the individuals who learn their meaning, and (2)
that have modified thinking in many fields outside of science?
68/ Orra E, Underhill, op, cit ,
, pp, 213-214,
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An example of a concept and the range of Interpretation
that it can have from the Primary grades to adulthood may be
seen in the following: ^Species have survived because by
adaptation and adjustments they have tended to become better
70/
fitted to the conditions under which they live.” — This
concept can include such matters as: migration, hibernation,
parental care and social life among animals. The subject of
migration can be developed to show a means of adaptation to
environment. It can be shown that parental care of some
animals has assisted them to survive.
Prom the range of development in this concept it can be
seen how it could be an objective of study from the Primary
School and up. Development of this concept allows for con-
tinuous growth of the individual in increasingly enlarged
understanding of concept. The basic aim of this concept
is not isolated facts about the lives of animals, but basic
concepts which both develop and challenge thought.
Craig states as another criterion to Judge the value of
content: "Certain objectives that are selected for science
in the elementary school should conform to those goals (in-
formation, skills, and habits) in science that are important
because of their function in establishing health, economy,
and safety in private and public life.” 71/




71/ Ibid .. pol39.
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Individuals can lead a life better balanced in good phys-
ical and mental health if their understanding of basic health
principles is part of their dally thinlclng. Science has close
relationship to the economic problem of man and his environ-
ment* Existence and advancement of man depend upon wise modi-
fication and control of environment*
72/
A third criterion as written by Craig: "Certain objectives
that are selected for elementary science should conform to
those facts, principles, generalizations, and hypotheses of
science that are essential to the Interpretation of the natural
phenomena that commonly challenge children*"
Interest of natural phenomena studies reveals principles
for interpreting such events. The child should be guided to
interpret through observations and experiences. He should not
be misled by nature myths, fairy tales, and animalism.
Selection and evaluation of objectives must be in terms
suitable for the elementary school. One must be conscious of
the stages of growth in interpreting natural environment.
Identification and observation are only means to an end in
73/
view. Craig—'states: "It is quite likely that the lack of
recognition of natural science in the elementary school has
been due to the inanity of the activities proposed by our
courses of study and by the lack of any challenge in the con-
tent that has characterized so much of our subject matter."
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In developing conoepts it must be realized that certain
meanings must be learned earlier than others. One reason is
some concepts are less involved and require less previous
learning. Another reason is that some concepts are basic to
the understanding of others. There is a natural order in
the learning elements in science. Simple meanings precede
those more complicated and an understanding of these degrees
of complexity assists in content planning for grade placement,
An example of the development of a concept follows. It can
be seen how understanding of one concept leads the way to
the understanding of each more difficult one. —
^
1. The sun is much farther from the earth than is
the moon.
S. The light on the moon comes from the sun.
3. Our sun is a star*
4. The sun is larger than the earth.
5. The earth revolves about the sun.
6. Day and night are caused by rotation of the
earth on its axis.
7. The stars are separated by very great distances.
75/
8. Some stars are very much larger than our sun.
—
76/
As early as 1904, W.S. Jackman“^n the Third Yearbook
called attention to the break between the science instruction
in the elementary and secondary school. He urged a course
74/ Gerald S. Craig, op . cit .
.
p.l45.
75/ Loo . Pit *
76/ W.S. Jackman, ojo. cit .
.
p.l50.
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oontiimoTis and nnlnterrupted from kindergarten throngh the
oollege# This Idea was not widely accepted, and the prevailing
view was that no instruction prior to the high school was
worth while.
HJ
At the present time, Craig and the Science Committee
recommend that a continuous science program he developed in
all schools. Bases for differentiating science material would
be based on the Increasing maturity of the children. The ad-
vantages of sequential organization of essential meanings and
of having a course of study introduced through the early grades
and to be continuous in development are;-
1. It assists the teacher-training schools by giving
them a definite task— a course to be profession-
alized*
2* It places the emphasis on meanings rather than on
objects.
3. It provides the teacher with guidance which comes
from research and study. •*.
4. It suggests learning elements at grade levels
appropriate for that learning.
5. It provides for proper balance rather than a
narrow segment which might result if the teacher
followed her own interests and preferences.
6. It provides for setting up new situations in
later grades which may cause previous learning
elements to be needed. 78/




78/ Craig, Loo , cit .
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SUMMARY
In the field of soienoe ednoation new subject matter is
emerging. This new type of thinking Is related to the func-
tion and nature of content. The traditional point of view
was the subject-mastery type of instruction. This organiza-
tion of content items aimed for development of specialists
rather than educated laymen. Little attention was given to
.the growth of the individual toward larger values residing
in the content fields.
Prom these traditional practices a gradual change has
taken place. This change favors not content items but an
area of thought believed useful in contributing to child
growth in useful directions. Content now becomes a means
and not an end in itself.
The present day has seen the desire to show science as
a part of life and interaction of values and experiences.
Thus, in planning instruction in science today, the aim is
to develop a science program pliable enough to fit into the
specific needs of a particular group.
Instruction must begin with the place where the children
are in their thinking. Planning must have elasticity and
depend upon the children and their ability and their interest
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in developing within the areas of a science program. The
level of development will vary between groups and within
the same group. In order that the enrichments and the
interests of life can be better appreciated, it would seem
that the beginnings of such instruction cannot be placed
too early in life
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CHAPTER III
THE MATERIALS USED AHD THE GROUP STUDIED

CHAPTEH III
THE MATERIALS USED AUD THE GROUP STUDIED
Problems for Teachers in Developing Science Programs «
The general aim of the science program may be to teach
those conceptions which are basic to future desirable sci-
entific attitudes. These conceptions are taught not as
Isolated facts to be memorized but are so surrounded by
experience and Inferences vital to the Individual that
critical thinking becomes a part of his habitual understand-
ing of problems.
To further the alms of such science programs familiarity
with those science problems which might conceivably confront
a specific grade level must be understood.
A course of study, though useful as a guide, cannot be
allowed to become too rigid® In order to keep vitality In
the science program. Instruction must be fitted to the par-
ticular needs of a specific group. Sequence between grade
levels cannot be Inflexible and unrelaxlng. Considerable
overlapping and various alterations of a program to fit the
needs of a group must be allowed.
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Under the old forms of instruction there was little of
interest to either teacher or child* The methods used were
the question-answer type. Science Instruction was stereo-
typed. The only challenge present was desire for good grades.
There was no Interest or place in such instruction for the
young primary school child.
For the young child so-called science instruction was
given under the cover of myths, fairy tales, and similar
stories. Also, sentimentalism concerning ’Mother Nature*
often became a part of a young child* s science education.
79/
Gerald S. Craigs in his hook. Science for the Element-
ary School Teacher
,
says that the following concepts are
elements of the scientific method which should be given
opportunity to function in the lives of young children:
Questioning magic as an explanation of events.
Rejecting the personification of natural forces
in explanation.
Realizing that interpretations advanced by scientists




Questioning superstitions, prejudices, astrology,
fortune-telling.
79/ Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary School
Teacher . Boston: Ginn and Company, l94o, 1.31.
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Craig—'goes on to say that a problem to he solved must
be clearly formed In the minds of children and of the teacher
It should be meaningful. It may need redefinition or further
analysis# The development of such work affords both teacher
and children an opportunity to develop critical thinking#
Craig^^deflnes the four types of activity which may be
used in developing science education# The following is a




This type of activity serves to
clarify the problem# It brings to light that information or
misinformation which the child may have on given phenomena#
It is useful to stimulate interest and to develop future
trends toward more fruitful instruction#
II# The Experiment#
By actually doing and feeling
a certain problem through, its meaning may become more real
and meaningful to the child#
III# The Excursion#
Observation of the outdoors,
the effect of seasonal changes, study of soil, rocks and
various other such items make the Excursion method of science
instruction very valuable#
80/ Gerald S# Craig, oit #
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IV* Reading*
Reading of authoritative material for
reliable information offers a means by which the child can
educate himself* The heritage of the past is handed down
through the medium of printed material*
In developing experiences in science education use can
be made of special interests and current events* A given
area may be held in mind, but instruction must be adapted
to response and reaction of the pupil group* In science,
a subject can never be mastered or finished. There is always
more to learn* Teaching should not push any one unit of
science to the point of exhaustion of pupil interests* Such
domination may lead to unnatural and forced correlation* The
presentation of a too narrow segment of environment should be
avoided* Pursuance of a wide range of problems, some of which
may be developed in later years either as a hobby or as a
82/
future avocation, is desirable*
83/
S* Ralph Powers 7“ Chairman of the Committee on Science
Teaching of the national Society for the Study of Education,
states the Committee’s point of view on learning and subsequent
curriculum development as follows ;
The burden of evidence from studies in the psychol-
ogy of learning and in individual differences is
overwhelmingly in support of the theory of gradual
and concomitant development of mental traits.
52/ Cerald S* Craig, op* cit *
53/ S* Ralph Powers, (Chairman of the Committee on Science
teaching) ”A Program for Teaching Science", Thirty-First Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education,Part I,
1532, pp.6-6.
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There is now a demand for a contimious and correlated
program of study# The new theory requires a curriculun
in which learning experiences shall he arrayed in
such a manner that, as the child progresses, through
successive grades, he will have opportunity for con-
tinuous enlargement of his knowledge of the problems,
principles, and generalizations that scholarly men
find worthy of study# This new interpretation of
the process of mental growth has now such wide ac-
ceptance that it has determined the character of our
institutions for elementary and for secondary educa-
tion, but it has not yet had full recognition in
determining the objectives, content, and method of
study# Efforts to clear the field are in progress#
These studies have had widespread influence upon the
Q±/
development of science teaching of the past few years# West
,
in his study, A Technique for Appraising Pertain Observable
Behavior of Children in Science in Elementary Schools , (1937 )
,
says of this Committee: "However, the originators of these
studies are constantly considering educational problems with
a view to making such changes as new evidence may indicate#
The necessity of modification from time to time shows that
science teaching is a dynamic process#"
The general purpose of this study is to attempt to show
that, since education is a continuous unfolding process, and
since science is an integral part of daily living, development
of scientific concepts should be begun at the earliest possible
educational age and be continued as a part of a steadily grow-
ing program# Through a brief survey of the literature and the
objectives of some of the leading educators in the development
64/ ^oe Young ITest. A Technique for Appraising Certain Observ-
able Behavior of Children in Science in Elementary Schools
,
(jontrlbutions to Education, Ho #728# Hew York: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1937, p#5#
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of oontlnuous solence programs an attempt has "been made to
clarify partially this general statement.
The specific experiment carried out was to attempt to
develop in small part a concept of science through the medium
of a workbook developed for this purpose.
Statement of the concept is: "Species have survived
because by adaptation and adjustment, they have tended to
85/
become better fitted to the conditions under which they live.”
Although the four types of activity previously mentioned,
namely; discussion, experiment, excursion, and reading have
been recognized as far as it was practicable or possible, it
was not the purpose of this study to develop this wide range
of material. Also, textbooks in regular reading groups and
as supplementary readers were used, and certain related ex-
periments were carried out in class, together with direct
observation of outdoor activities.
A workbook was developed for a second grade group. Its
purpose was to show in a limited way the seasonal and the
resultant weather changes and the effect of such changes on
plant, insect, animal, and human life*
The class group concerned thirty-three children ranging
in age from seven to eight years. They are drawn from a town
population of about 40,000 people. There are 17 schools in
56/ Gerald S. Oraig. op » oit .
,
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this system and approximately S50 teachers. In this partic-
ular section, the children come from an average income group
with a scattering from the high income hracket and with a
scattering from the other end of the scale.
These children have had three tests for measurement of
mental intelligence. The first test, Detroit Beginning First
86/
Grade Intelligence Test (Revised) was given in the first
grade year. Two tests were given in the second grade: they
87/
were Zuhlmann-Anderson Test Grade II and the Pintner-
887
Purest Elementary Test , Also, in the spring of the second
grade year, two achievement tests were given: first, the
89/
Metropolitan Achievement Tests and later the Stanford
^/
Achievement Test Primary Battery: Form D .
86/ Anna M, Engel and Harry J.Baker, Detroit Beginning First
tirade Intelligence Test(Revised) . Hew "fork: ^orlA Book Co. ,T^T
87/ F. Kuhlmann and Rose Anderson , K^lmann-Anderson Testa ,
^ade II . Philadelphia :Educational Test Bureau, 1942,
88/ Rudolf Pintner and Walter H. Durost, Pintner-Durost
Elementary Test . Hew York: World Book Company, 1941.
89/ S* Bayne, F. Graham, H. Hildreth, Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Teste : Hew York City Edition: Form~A . Hew York: World
Book Company, .1344.
90/ T.L. Kelley, G.M. Rush, L.M. Terman, Stanford Achievement
Test: Primary Battery: Form D. Hew York: World Book Company,
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The table of reenlts Is here Included. These results
are listed from the Highest to the Lowest in descending order.
In order that test differences of the same pupils may be ob-
served, the same code number for each child is used through-
out the tests. The letter refers to ’girl*; refers
to *boy*
,
and where a new pupil entered who had not had the
previous test or tests, the letters were changed to (boy),
and (girl).
The completed workbook is Included in the Appendix.
The Autumn-Winter sections dealing with the way in which plantp
insects, animals, and people get ready for and survive the
winter are the first two parts. General weather character-
istics of each season are emphasized and contrasted, together
with the effects which such weather changes have on life.
The Spring-Summer sections are the last two parts of the book.
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Each story is followed by a comprehension test check*
Some stories are followed hy several related exercises. For
example, one comprehension check exercise is the True-False
basis. This is headed: Yes or Ho
Directions: Read these sentences.
Some of these sentences are right.
Some of these sentences are not right.
Write the word Yes beside the sentences that
are right. ,
Write the word ^ beside the sentences are not
right.
1* All birds live in the north all winter.
.
2* Some birds fly to the South for the winter.
.
There are four similar exercises in this part; two of them
follow stories about numbers.
Example : Yes or NO
7 birds are more than 70 birds. .
7000 birds are more than 700 birds.
.
700 birds are more than 70 birds but not so many as
7000 birds.
Another comprehension check type of exercise is one
that consists of filling in blanks. A list of words is
taken from the story; sentences from the story are written
omitting one or more words; the object is to find the right
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word from the word list and write it in the blank space*
Example; Eill in the blanks*
black small
gray white
The chickadee is a bird*
His coat is and
*
Ho has a cap*
There are three such exercises in this section*
Another type of exercise is the multiple choice, i.e.,
a sentence is completed with three or more answers- one of
which is correct* The object is to find the correct answer,
check it, underline, or in some way identify it.
Example;
Read these answers*
One answer is right.
Put a V beside the right answer*
A Woodpecker has a long, sharp tongue.
This helps him
1* Dig holes.
S. Stay on the tree.
3. Catch bugs deep in the tree*
A slightly more difficult example of the same type.
Directions;
Read these sentences.
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The other sentences are not right.
Find the right sentences.
Write each of them on the line below
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A Woodpecker pecks at wood
1. Because he eats wood.
2. Because he eats insects under the wood.
5. Because he wants to keep warm.
4. Because he wants to hide.
5. Because he wants a hole for his eggs.
(Lines are drawn below the exercise so that the correct an-
swers can be copied there-on.
)
Another variation of the same type exercise:
Question: Which word tells what the woodpecker's
tail is like?
Put a circle around the word that tell
you.
B
this soft little strong
A similar comprehension- type exercise is this one:
happy chick-a-dee-dee-dee
snow friendly (etc.)
Two of these words tell what the chick-a-dee is
like.
B'ind them.
Write the words in the boxes.
(Boxes are drawn at the side of the page for this purpose.)
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Another exercise consists in guessing the names of birds*
A word list is given*
Bine Jay Woodpecker Unthatoh
Gness the names of these birds*
Pnt the right name into each box*
Example: 1* This bird outs deep into wood. He cuts out in-
sects that hurt the tree* He is a helper to the
tree*
His name is
Put his name in this box.
fA box is drawn at the side of the page, for this purpose).
There are five of these related or similar comprehension
exercises in this section*
Several exercises are based on word analysis ability*
Example:
short bill part under
long thin under tall
One of these words has the little word inside
itself.
Eind that word*
Write it in the box*
Draw a line under that part that says in .
(Box provided for that purpose at the side of the page).
Another related exercise is this.
Huthatch
There are two small words inside this word.
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Eaoh small word has three letters.
Write one in eaoh hox.
upside down
right side up
One of these words has the sound ow, in the middle of itself*
Write that word here*
One word ends in the sound ight .
Write that word here. et* al.
Another form of the word analysis type exercise:
1* Word begins with b
2* Words begin with ^
3* Words begin with str etc.
These are the words.
Head them.
Put them in the right boxes*
stays small strong sticks
seen straight short etc.
Another word analysis exercise is this:
Here are some big words*
There are little words in the big words.
Draw a line around the little words.
(List of words taken from the preceding stories and exercises
are used)*
There are eight word analysis type exercises. Twelve exercises
are related to art*
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Feeding the Birds
Draw a picture of your yard*
Draw a bird feeding shelf*
Draw some suet hanging from a tree* Remember to draw
a winter tree*
Draw some birds feeding*
Draw a woodpecker, a nuthatch, a chickadee, and a
blue^ay in your picture*
Put yourself in the picture*
You are bringing some food to the birds.
There are seven illustrations to be colored in this
section of the workbook.
Before introducing the workbook exercises a Pre-test
was given* In this test the children were encouraged to
say Just what they thought about any given question. The
answers were recorded as they were spoken* Ro comment was
made on any response.
To avoid repetition, similar answers were assimilated
into one answer* The first Pre-test covered pages 1-8 in
the workbook. The test was divided into two parts, and two
thirty-minute periods were used. Thirty children were
present on both days. Most children attempted some kind
of a resptnse to each question* On Question I. Three
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oMldren did not answer. Qaestion 8. Fourteen said they
*did not know*. Question 15, Seven did not answer.
Pre-Test
!• How do you think that birds live in winter ?
Some birds fly south.
Some find food.
Store food under logs.
Ply around.
Find food in trees.
Dig holes in trees and get in them.
Ply around and eat dried berries.
Find a place and sit in the comers of trees.
Ply around and pick up crumbs that fall from npstairf
.
GrO to a house and get food from a feeder.
People put out seeds.
Dig for worms.
Find a hole and live in it.
Live in evergreen trees.
2# Do birds fly south ?
Yes.
Some birds fly south.
Most birds fly south.
3. How long do you think it would take to make such a trip?
Start from up here and take about 10 hours.
Ten days and ten nights.
One or two days.
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(Majority thought 2-10 days).
4* How many miles do you think they have to fly ?
Majority guessed 1-10 miles*
One said twenty miles*
One said 100 miles*
5* When do they fly — day or night ?
Many believed that birds start out very early, about
3 or 4 A.M, and fly until 3 or 4 P*M* Others were
of the opinion that birds start around 12 noon and
fly until late at night*
6* Do you think the birds fly fast or slow ?
Majority believed the birds would fly fast ’so as
to get there quick* *
Bird flies as fast as a bus*
Past, but then they get tired and go slow*
Two children guessed that they flew slow*
7* On this trip do you think that the birds fly together
or alone ?
Big groups (Majority answer)
Ply alone* (3 answers)*
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8. Do you know what the word ’migration' means ?
(Three children thought it was an expression of
courtesy)
•
'When you're being extra polite and say 'my graciousl
How fast birds fly.
Means something about birds*
How birds store food.
About birds flying together.
9# Some birds are called land birds. What do you think this
means ?
Stays on land most of the time*
never flies but stays on the land.
Lands on the ocean.
Builds nest near the ocean.
Wests on land.
Might make a nest on a lighthouse.
Stays in trees most of the time.
Always on the ground.
Stays on the ground and flies around at night.
Builds a nest in a fence.
West in a hedge.
Lives near ocean and crawls on land.
Might mean birds in a cage.
10. Some birds are called water birds. What do you think
this moans ?
Stays up in the air and flies over water.
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?lies up high in the air and jumps into the water.
Drinks a lot of water.
Cat oh fish.
Birds like pigeons, ducks, sea-gulls.
Penguins.
Birds that swim in the water.
11. How old are you ?
f7-8 years)
12. How old do you think that your Grandfather is ?
(30-90) (Majority guessed below 60 years).
13. Do you think that trees live longer than people ?
Yes, some older.
No (7)
14. What are the redwood trees ? Have you ever heard of
them ?
No.
15. Thousands of years ago there were no people on the earth.
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Trees and little bears, squirrels and skunks.
Just animals and woods.
Trees.
Mountains and animals.
Whole world was water.
Whole world was Just black.
The pre-tests were given as a test of the objectives
of the subject and were given before educational activities
were begun. Later, the same tests were used for diagnostic
purposes.
Science workbook lessons were held in twenty-minute
periods three days a week for seven weeks. (This seven-week
period refers to the thirty-five page section used for this
present analysis). In certain lessons where art work was
part of the lesson development, a thirty-minute art period
following the twenty-minute science program was utilized.
The workbook was so constructed that a short story
preceded each set of exercises. The story was first scanned
for vocabulary difficulties; a few words and phrases were
put on the board, and a brief, intensive drill was used.
Then the class opened the workbook to the story and a few
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mimites of silent reading stndy were employed. Following
this the class was called to attention and the story was read
orally.
In this first reading, those with the less adequate
reading abilities were called on. Difficult words were
"sounded out", and others helped where it was needed. Then
the story was re-read (once or twice) by the beat readers
in the class, and the children were adTlsed to "think hard"
about the story because in a few minutes they would want to
be able to answer some questions about the story.
After the story was read, a brief discussion period
was held. Questions were answered and an informal check
on comprehension was made. Then the class turned the page
to the exercises. The directions were read orally. The
children took their pencils and worked out the exercises
to the best of their ability. Ho help was offered at this
time. At the end of the writing activity, the children were
allowed to color in some of the pictures. If an art period
was to follow, directions for the picture were read and dis-
cussed.
At the end of the period, books were collected and
checked. During the next science period, before the new
lesson was begun, all exercises of the previous lesson were
done orally, and discussion was encouraged.
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The main purpose of this writing was to attempt to de-
monstrate through fa) a review of the li«lerature, and fh) an
examination of desirable outcomes in present-day living that
a promulgation of a science program to begin at the earliest
level and to continue through all levels of education is de-
sirable*
An attempt has been made to show through a review of the
literature that such a program should not be rigid, arbitrary,
nor artificial. On the other hand, objectives and aims should
be clear in the mind of the educator. These aims should rep-
resent a more or less continuous unfoldment from grade to
grade* Thus, as the same principles may be taught again and
again, greater development and enlightenment should occur.
While recognition is given to the various types of activ-
ities such as: discussion, experiment, excursions and reading,
this study was limited to the development of a workbook and
such activities as were utilized were developed around the
workbook nucleus.
The general aim of this workbook was its utilization
through stories, exercises, and art to establish a small part
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a;ioir.TTic"oo ctia yff.a' r’vts
~--b ocf fqaiQ^^B ut v-t^ i •jirfJ' se oq*:i' tr» r rrljcrr oiIT
;i.«' id) btiB , aTiri-aroi* II t tr l (jb) vc't ^-rd" oi i*-^'jtnor'
^T'^rlvT 5'.\i7il '^f;f‘-tjT©«9’rq :il (-unootirn lo no
odi" J’jb rri:^,ed od rf/isoiq eoneloc e :io.l^fs:^lur.oiq jd
-?£> s;i: nolJ'soxrhe io sieve! lie anrrtdrico ot I>nr level
.elffeTis
e.cfu welve-T e rf^j/o'SjJt woile oc)’ ef iCi iioerf tt-/f jqnoJ'j'S ::L
,
V^eivtic'TP fvcf d’ort iilifOife e rfona sfrvfd' oi; **^*r©cti-
T
5IiJorfs .-LT^t/i bLXB ru'V Icroettfo
,
- lijrf Terfd’o eri^ nO ,If*i:o ‘c^f'd'TB ion
- 5IiK nu b- :b e'enif’ .iOjt5oc/6e end' “io Jbntfa erfd- al •xBof.o ecT
oj" r:ioT^. ^ EA^iT.ir Bnonrri^^n''^ aee.r in oiofn j? d’lt^eei
wie irf^rnw ocf t.p;:*; ‘2->Ini'oni:''t'/ nripn eri^ er , ^n/f j .ofijaig
.‘-T'ooo E'lnorfa ta^ii'.ned'ri'^ilrfe fine tneijiqoleve.^ I'-o'" '.01:?^ ,nl:£*SB
-'"^oe to axroi'iev end' rrev!:;: px ncl-inj-oo'.-i olto.’"'
t
I 7C01 tn.B RiC-tairoxe , t !"t cxjinqxe , no ]^bsi/of; J* f' :.u? rfcne Ge't’ti:
Op-’ :^foo(r>[':ovr 3 d'nofrrgorov'^-?' aid' ot led ,cai2I pX'-w f: *rf‘'^
'M’.t J^/nuoii-' [(t^qolevsi) oiow ler. tliJrr eiew eB eedvlvldne ilot.'c
."leloxrn TfoocfTfiois
noi:)' ':s irl^dxr 8J t a.ow Ioocjmow pj-nd* xo mlj r-'ieneg arfT
d'^/rq £I'.'fu;: e rfprlcf.sd'Be od die Jbnfi jPeeloioxn ,po.:iod-B ri^xTOirfd
of the concept concerning the relationship of living things
to the ont-of-doors, weather and seasonal changes.
Particnlar emphasis was placed on the Autumn-Winter
section which deals with the adjustments of birds, insects,
plants and humans to their environment. Note was placed also
on the Spring section which shows development and care of the
young during the general growth period.
Although it was to he hoped that certain content items
would he retained hy the pupils, the purpose was not to force
miscellaneous content items, hut to estahllsh some small
realisation of the relationships of animals, plants, etc.,
to their environment.
An associated aim of this study has been the hope that
the evidence might show the high degree of interest and the
motivation possible in the field of science education in the
elementary school even with the very young child. And that
science can he utilized as a tool for reading and its related
subjects together with number work and the program of art.
Thus, directed work in this field can be seen as a useful tool
for the elementary school and not be considered 'an extra*
in all already overburdened school curriculum.
There are many limitations to this study. The historical
survey touches on the high points— further elaboration is
possible.
The construction of the workbook is faulty in some places.
sgxtiKi; 5 WbhoIw^aXoi ^rtXaiBOfloo ^qoonoo off^" ^o
*^OrS£XSdO ISfTfi’^Sfir Jbxi/S 'tOrf^Ben 00i)-"^’0-tlT0 od&
Tf'^rr t .^-rcrrT^ff.rA 0f(?‘ ffo AsoeXq 8sw EtfirMqtae TBCuoXtl'iJB?
»^^ooaai ,8/..*ritf ntn€»frrtfct'(,J!>B nd& dJ-Jyf nrsoI> doMw coX^oeE
08 la fipoalq esv ed-o’j .^fnapirfoiivao
-rJt©ff:X oU* erramxrxf Brta e&aBlq
9d^ *0 /'£!« trroinqoXovBi awoxfs rfotrfw noiJcoa ^^xxX-tqB edj’ ac
• AoXtoq rf.twoTg Xaiorre^ ed& ^jriiirX ^axTox
saiefl &iie&noo ^riB^^1eo itsdf boqod od of qbw fl d^isodfT.k
©o'xo't 0^ iXocr eaw oqoqitri;t ^df .eXXquq ©iJt fie/tir^air ©rf bfuow
XIf.'..TF nrcoe rf€, iXda^e© o.+ -tud .e/rod'X airo'^iifirooB.f-H
,»of 9 , BvxraXg tOX/jnrXna ^0 Qqtdcnot^ pIoi odf lo /icti^aRXXaoi
. yiTOffictoi Xvne TXoif^’ of
fndf eqcrf /loeo
-.ad oXnt 3 c nXa XeJaXooeea rci.
©rf^ l>jip. d'BCTdd’nX \o oei^ob ndf worfa Xd^iis ©oflaXiv© edf
i^iif rtf no ItBOifbo oonoioB lo i&XoXl^ odf tri eXcfi'^acij jdoi^avXjfojn
d-arft tfl.« .^XXdo siurco xtey Bdf drew neye Xoorfos ^'rad’neii;8X©
l)oXaI'jT: afi bn: gaiAaeT lof loof e bw boi^tXlfu ©cf aao ©oacXoe
.^TCB 3:o ma*r^o*rq ori;J' tne il'iow reemm df tw redfB^of ofvetdtrB
loof lij^oeu B «a fT688 orf OBO J&Xel^ aidf rtf :'rotr l€>foe^l:b ,ei«fT
'
^To::© £ia ’ ^eieXXercco 9d ton X:ta Xoodos '^'rac^.'rGrr©X© erf^ rrof
• awisjol'irno locdoe Lertehindievo ^JbaotXa dP rti
la&irrcXi" XH" odT . <t*irte of enoxfBfiintl f^rfair ©Ta e^iadT
ul nolfjsrodalo redfrtff —strrXoq d^Xrf odf no R©d©xfOi‘‘
.©IdXBBoq
. «:©oaXq seoe nX -^XXxral: at doodJlrow odf fo cotfo.o*sfv.aoo odl
^ ‘ .• , • iA<, ,. ...
Certain exercises proved more ‘beneficial than others* There
are various sections that could be made more applicable. Data
should be more specific, and there is need for more research.
The sharing of thoughts on subjects in the workbook
seemed to awaken curiosity and interest. For example, one
section of the workbook deals with the migration of birds
and from pre-test questions and discussion much interest was
evinced in both the abstractions of distance and of time.
It was known that some birds fly south during the winter
months. The question was asked(as part of the pre-test),
"How long do you think that it would take to make such a ,
trip?" The majority thought two to ten days was the right
answer. To the next question, "How many miles do you think
they have to fly?" the majority guessed one to ten miles.
One said, ’one hundred miles’
,
and this answer caused much
amusement among the others. (It is interesting to note that
the boy who answered this had traveled to America from Europe
when he was three years old and he has had many stories told
to him about his relatives in Europe. Thus he had come to
conceive distances a little more accurately than the majority).
From the talk ensuring from these questions the children
were most anxious to find a correct answer. When the work-
books with the story section were passed out, attention was
good and everyone made valiant efforts to understand the
reading in order to find out something about the subject.
oiOf^T . -onto niao't rx-toil'^necf rtos^! JbevoTCj soelciexe
f»t//r . ; r.£''qfi erroffl ofi/iin ©cf 5Ii;oo tsrft ;jfTOI’to&^; sjroiiBv ©tb
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;r :: ©.<t tc - tTO'; 8a)xo->Crja « 'iW iTOit^OIir -• .c-rfu-oice
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J^^^ IT e/{t f^^ v; rf^>t 0*- ort trf': r;orft n or-
I'OY <'t' Bof iin t-on ©iit oT .rre^ona
.F oft"' aot ot orro fiosRsxrsi vx f ":c ot ovari
air-ji ist:r .• ''vVT.n ' iiirit *'n:' , ’ xolim ©no’ , ” r.*:*3 e^ffX'
t/irft a^on ot so'lJT, 5*i^jto! ai t.I .^-roalo orf? grto:c.o rrOTta
xTio'tt T*oi*i©fl!A ot Jbs»'©7f‘F -Rlnt jottovreu-© cti^J
Jblo'j e©!-' ct® vr^o-ni serf ©rX'/jne f>Xn oe.idf n/?r ad norf^r
Oc^eiBOO /’BO «r( Bu*xi . oqo'Tjc;:-: nx anvxtij.roTC oiii .twoefa nir' ot
{\:t oo t v. •/ ’^.Cf:> N..o:;;eor otoct ©loti/ i. a©on£t?i3 o''^jov.;o'^
na'ii; Cirfo o/.- oo-.* r ^33i/p tioor '/.'./ odt mn-v"-
-•'.'j ow er ' i .'•'•> . *f -jwenB •‘cor TOO •" -.•'.r* ot :.;ro : xrt« tnor •••i©?
,ttro i)©w8v:.; j .. _ir '--oo<.’ ’jTot.5 ©/it fft - v , looo
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The pre-test and discussion serve as a warming up period.
If workbooks had been passed out with no preliminary discussion,
and the children merely told to 'read the story, "Birds Fly
South"*, interest and appreciation would have been much less
than was the actual case.
When the children found out that birds fly many thousand
miles, they were much excited. They were much interested in
the statements that the E^ighthawk flies seven thousand miles
and water birds fly more than eight thousand miles, and that
the bird champion of the migration flight is the Arctic Tern
which flies 11,000 miles.
The children were much impressed by the comparison of
their own guesses of one to ten miles with the actual figures.
They were impressed to find that the 'one hundred mile guess'
was 'nearest right'.
It would appear that the Pre-test and discussion had the
value of :
1. Finding out where the children are in their thinking.
2. A guide to better instruction.
3. Development of critical thinking.
4. Development of interest and curiosity.
5. Establishment of good attitudes.
6. Development of a spirit of investigation.
One of the values of using a workbook of this sort seemed
to be the possibility of tie-up between discussion interests
ao
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with story reading together with various comprehension check
exercises. It helped to develop ability to read and to follow
simple directions. Also, the tie-up of such instruction with
the field of art and similar activity seemed to he of value.
Some of the exercises were clear and appeared to he
readily usahle. In other tests, there were certain confusions
resulting from poor test construction. Some tests were too
complex for the grade level or the statements were amhiguous
and needed clearer wording.
The vocabulary exercise such as finding small words in
big words, marking certain sounds in words, or analyzing words
by putting certain word parts or * sounds’ into boxes seemed
to have value. There was marked growth in accomplishment in
this type of exercise as the number of errors showed a decrease
of more than fifty per cent between the exercises done in the
fall and similar exercises done in the spring.
The 'carry-over’ into the regalar reading could be seen
by greater pupil effort and confidence in attempting to 'work
out' word difficulties independently. Also, since the word
list used in the workbook was similar to the reading vocabu-
^
lary of the second grade, the word drill in the regular reading
class was made somewhat easier.
There was close correlation between the science and the
art program. There appeared to be enrichment carried from one
field to the other. Observation of seasonal change, color
variation and contrast was keen in the field of art. Study
?fo^orfc aoienoiie'rqfciot' ofoItbt rf^^w x^oie
vollo'^ ot 5:i-'* i)£et o^ ^tlXlde solerfb «qIor( tl ..^o^iioieTe
ff)lTr nci^ou-xJ-erti none ^o qu-eii- ,o«/ , p.-ioltoeiii) oXgaiia
,©0.Cjcv 1:o ad fiomoea '^ctJ:vxJo.<3 ‘isIlctXa brro io 5CeM
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enf- rsffiiioo nl/s^'ioQ oto'i •..rr>rf3' *, tstsoif uS .f XdtPir ^IX^aotc
cot ftTo'y 9tr.od , rroiJ'Ofnt-^noo J-QOt trooq diOT^ ^rtli^X/raei
arjocr^ Xd.'aB «ier a^aetae^^tts rro level oI>MTg r>,<* 'Ti/? ^taXqaioo
.grtXMo''; Tf5T/'>J>Xt; BaJPtaon 3ast
iit uAzc':.^ f. Cme }*.ntLrj:lf as rfe-xre ©«lo'i*r>xe v*rr. Crjcfboi v erfT
Bfrro'r *lO .e&'row rl- eJSrtiro*? .cX-tow v‘cf
r.0fao©o B97.cc Oua.r '^sonL'oe’ j c^rrsq f'70W htfi^'iso '^d
iX dTiatcriaXrqtBooojB ui d’J’wo'ig, s/-,v airdT .eyTs^ od
eR,y6*T0' '' &f.'woriP encT.'xe lo tPOfCLfTfr erfd e* cbIo*!. ’'©
[z^ &nol aeuJ'O'iexe orft nes^p'd'^d tccr *rr*r( tl: rri'.i'fd^ 9'i;or' *^o
®dJ’ at Ofiofi aeBlo'1076 t^Xxxl'^p Xla^
aeo-) ed hirno ^at^set islir^a'i end- o<t«.^ ’'lyvo^T/rTi^o ' ©-XT
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-xjdooav jjn.L^i.'e'r 3/?w XoodX'to/r rri Coaif *sXl
u.fiJdaa'x 3£<t ni XTlad Atow od:^ Xnooo?. 2c
.'icXw.^a d’^rU*. sitoa ©5^.0 b-rv^ asBla
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-roXoo
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5j:'icrir iijto£j*56S '^0 uoXuSTiiv. oO .‘.•orfd’c odd’ of tlet2
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of the seasonal effects on plants, animal and insect life pro-
vided science enrichment. Trees and bushes with their bare
branches in winter, tiny buds in the spring, full green in the i
summer, and varied color in the autumn, were drawn again.' and
again in the various seasonal pictures. ^I^here seemed to be
much clear appreciation of seasonal and weather changes and
of the effects upon all life of these changes at the oompletioi
of the workbook.
^o^exji: ^rte .etaalq fro ai"oe!tl:© fii'iOBBOQ ed* lo
©u8d ilodi^ rftiTi aodsiro bnm aefriT •&aegidctmG eoaetce JbeSlr
^>iit III rt©*)*!^ XQ/’i ,^alrqe e.i^ at BttKf ,rc&atv at eodoairKf
LrrjB ^irr.tjL-^4 &ao‘.sf , mLO^JiB 9df at aoloo 6©±t»v fina .rrocMura
ed of beir:e9G ex©rf^ .eeiintolq Iflctoseec esrolr£v nd& iri atjB^B
I ba.3 B9^rr£ido aed&JSGW baa JCaao^aea fo aottigtoezqqB roGlo doxnn
aot(^ 9lqmco edt rf’a se'^iicdo eeedt %o Ila aoqir B^’os^le^adt to
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CHAPTER V
SHGGESTIOrrS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Suggestions for farther research might be:
!• A more complete survey of the aims and development
of science in present-day society.
5. Greater emphasis on the part which the school must
play in the enlightenment of the individual and his
place in future democratic development.
3. Study and analysis of present-day curricula.
4. Study of the conflict between the method of science
and the methods of authoritarianism.
6. Heed for research study to determine the selection
and the evaluation of objectives to be used in the
elementary school.
6. Research to determine those objectives that will be
of greatest benefit to the education of the laj^an.
7. Research to determine those objectives that most
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.^t-ory About the ^7eather
j
There are four seasons in the year. Their names are winter,
f
spring, summer and autumn,
''Winter snow and ice cover the ground. It is cold.
The trees are bare.
In the spring the weather begins to get warm, ^Ve plant
seeds in our gardens. Trees iiave nev/ green leaf buds.
In summer the days are hot. Plants grow in the garden.
Sun ^ rain help them to grov/, .U1 the trees are covered with
green leaves.
In autumn the Vfeather begins to grow cool. V/e pick our
plants from the garden, mis is called the Harvest I’lme.'
Leaves are turning bright colors. Soon they will fall from^the trees.'
,
How do you dress in winter ?
I
How do you dress in spring ?
.How do you dress in summer ?.
I
How do you dress in autumn ?
y Draw your picture.
./ Draw your picture.
/ Draw your picture,
•
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A Story abotit Autumn
The Autriimn luonths a.re Septrenibery October and. Sroveinber,r
Sometimes vie call them the Fall months.
In Autumn all living things get ready for winter. Plants
store food. In late autumn grass plants look dry and dead. But under
the grround the roots are still alive, Next spring new grass will come
up from the roots
.
llajyy birds fly to the warm South, Some birds stay in
the North,
Many insects and animals go to sleep in the v/inter. In Autumn
they are busy storing av^ay food and finding winter homes.
1. Draw* a winter tree,
2, Draw a spring tree.
3. Draw a summer tree.
4
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j
Jiiany hmyght a green caterpillar to school. The children
put it in a glass jar. Hiey pat dried leaves into the jar.
Ibe caterpillar ate the leaves.
Ue:Et day the caterpillar began to spin. It rolled itself
up in sonething that looked like soft, fine string, 3he fine string
comes from Inside the caterpillai’^s body. _ the caterpillar was
asleep inside his cocoon.
Kancy found a fussy brown and black caterpillar.
The children called him Wooly Bear Caterpillar,
llhey put Wooly Bear a glass jar. Soon V/ooly Bear
crawled inside a dry leaf. He pulled the two sides of the leaf
tocether and went to sleep. Ihis is Wooly Bear’s cocoon.
Bob found the best "thing. It was hard and brown.
It hung from the end of a branch. He brought it to school. Hie teacher
told the children it a chrysalis.
,
The children wanted to knov/. what v/as inside it.
Bob said it would be a surprise.
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Put
orovm caterpillar on a leaf
an U on the cateppiliaj.
boj. in. the picture is dimmy.
a \r cm him.




















I-Tere are some big ViTords.
In the words are some little words
„
Find the little words.











There are four seasons in the year,
ihey are called winter csr^r-'isprang^ summer and autumuo
Summer is wamer than v/inter.
Drav; a llne_ under the right words. /4r
xhere are foT^r seasons in the
yellaw--5j^azi-
-'-yard
The name of one season is
swing spill spring




Inside fhemSome of these words have livy
Find the letters Iry; „
Put a line under ing;
Some of these words have er inside thvmi.
Find the letters er ,
Put a circle around er
things v;anu^^ storing living
wlnti^ spinning having flying




growing greenj^^ sometliing cat^^illar









Find the rl^ht 7/ord to fill in the
1« T/inter is cold ,
2* There are fyr seasons In the years
3„ Summer is WAr/^ ET than winter-
4 ^}^IJi/Tiris cold.
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Draw a line under the word
"bought
a caterpillar to schoolHaney
brought
left
Haney carried the caterpillar to school on a
leaf




Some of these words have the little v/ord all inside them
Draw a line around each all ,
Autumn weather is bright and cool.
Trees have beautiful colored leaves.
Animals are busy storing food.
Insects are going to sleep.
Birds are flying south.
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J. > .J’.'fclV' ct - i.
2o Draw some roots
^
3^ Draw a flower,
4, Draw^ a atem.
i
Thinlc about a plant
T/hat do you call tbe part tjbat is linder tlis ground. ?
do you call the
,
part tliat grows above the ground ? 7*^>4^1
.^hat do you call tlse part that flowers,, and leaves come fgpom?
.J!he._Hoot of a Plant'
Roots of a plant are under the ground*
itoots hell 'the plant. In the grounds
Roots talce water from the. ground for tiie plant.




In late fall ai3d winter grass and weeds look dry and dead*
But under the ground the roots are alive. They hold food and water.
In the spring new stems and leaves will grov/.
Some plants hold so much plant food in their roots that
we like to eat them. The bast root plants that' we like to eat
“•—carrots j beets ^ radishes and turnips*
are*
Mother cooked some carrots
«
Bob ate 2 caiv’ots*
*Nancy ate 3 carrots*
Jlmny ate 5 carrots*
How many carrots did the children eat ?
Mother cooked seven beets*
Bob ate 2 beets •
Nancy ate 3 beets*
ate the rest of the beets.





Each child ate I radish*
Mother
'afte 2 radishes*
How many did they eat ? —
Drav, a picture of a carrot
,
Draw a picture of a radish.
Draw a picture of a beet*
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The st-em of a plant Is wiiere the leaves beg'ln to grow,
Soane stems are hard like the hranch of a treev'
Scrae steins are not hard Idke the stem of a dandelioHo
Soane stems are long like steins of heans*
Soane stems are small and. fat like the stem of a lettuce plant
See the pictures of the bulbs.
Bulbs look like onions.
An onion is a bulb.
Most plants are planted in the ground.
Some bulbs grov; in water. ~
Narcissus bulbs grow in water,
/
A bulb is a stem . -
Little vdiite strings grow on the under part.
These are roots.
But these roots do not hold food.
The food is in the bulb or the stem. • '
'
Some plants hold so much food in their stems that we like
to eat them. Some stem plants that we like to eat are s
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Boto ate 3 onions.
N
j
Haney ate 4 onions,
I
ate 2 ' anions.
I
Mother are I onion, <
1
ITow many did they eat ?
I
I
Mother cooked 2 potatoes for each child.
I
Mother cooked
. 1 potato# for herself.
( ' How many potatoes did Mother cook ?
L, fcc'
Ik Each child ate 3 pieces of celery.
Mother ate J piece of celery.
How many did they eat ? j(')
Draw a picture of an onion.
Draw a picture of a potato®.
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The children brought some bulbs to school
They put the bulbs In a dish.
They put stones around the bulbs
They put v/ater over the stones.
They put the dish in the dark.
Soon the stem began to grov/.
Thin white roots grew dovm around the stones.
Tall green leaves grew from the stem.
The children put the bulbs near a windov/.
A bud grew on each stem.
Soon the buds began to open.
Inside were white flowers.
They were beautiful.
Here are some words. In, each group of words there is one
words that does not belong* with the others.
Find that v/ord. Draw a line under it.
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Draw a line under the right word,
I










4 . Some buds make
flour flow^s flies
6o Some buds make
lights leaves left
6o An onion is a
bed bulb blow
Draw a Picture of some Vegetables

n ^







Trees are our largest plants
»
f Small buds hold the leaves and flowers.
r*
Leaves start, to grow In the springs
I*
^
Leaves use the food stored In the buds.
In winter every tree has tiny buds on its branches.
These buds hold food for the tiny new leaves.
Look for them.
The bushes have tiny buds on their branches.
The buds hold new leaves and flowers.
Look for them.
i>raw a winter tree.
Draw a winter lilac bush.




..' *aJiiaXq cJ-aegrtsX. ^ii;o s'ra ads'iT
• a'cawoX'l &sxq ssvsaX arfJ” J^Xoxl ahisd Xi'xsmS
>;3nXtqs 9ii^ ni w'fB asvBsJ




^aeirlortBTd eJ-i no aburf asrf saiJ- \n9v$ nsXnXw nl
.esv^sX w9ir y/iiJ- acTcf 'Tot boo^ bXorf abtrd aasifT
•icoilt nol jfooJ
-M
.aarTorcBTcf "rXaxicf no sbncf ovexi asfTand sx£T
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All living things need plants for
People need plants, for ^ood
^
Animals need plants for ^xo(^p
Meat comes from animals.
But animals must have from plants.
All living things must have ^o^from plants^
Bread comes from plants.
Fruits and vegetables are parts of plants .
Read this stoiy again.
DraVk- a line utiQer__ plants every time you find it.
irovv many times did you find it ?
Write the number here
Drav; a line around everytime ]rou find it
How many times did you find it ?
V/rite the nijo/iber here
Drav/ a line under the right words
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Draw a flower here.
Draw Just the flower part.
Drav; a stem here.
Draw Just the stem part.
j
'
Draw a leaf here.
Draw Just the leaf part.
Draw some roots*
Drav/ Just the roots.
f-
Draw some seeds.
Draw Just the seeds.
Draw some buds.
\







How marsjr times can you find the word Drav/ ?
V/rlte the number here /
How many times can you find the word
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Y/rlte the number here
Eow many times can you find the word here ?
Write tlie number here














Turnips Beets Radishes Cairots
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VJe eat the buds of asparagus.
Cauliflower is the flower of the plant
Qo on a visit to the Grocery Store,
Find all these vegetables ^ich we eat
Draw a picture of the Grocery Store.
Show all these vegetables.
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Animals and birds eat plant foods ^ust as they grow.
Animals fcnow which plants are best from them,
U ost animals do not eat plant foods which v/ould hurt them.
Draw a line under the v;ords which belong to each picture
bird eats the v/onn .
The bird eats the wool.
.
The rabbit eats cocoons
.
The rabbit eats cai*rots.
Read this story.
Some parts of the story are right.
ScHne parts of the story are not right.
Put a C beside the parts tliat are r^ghtr
Put a X . beside the parts that are not right.
The rabbit eats letters • /\
•"I 1 \
The rabbit eats lettuce.
^he squirrel eats nuts.
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Animals and birds do not eat plants.
^
Animals and birds cook plant foods.
00
Animals and birds eat plant foods just as they grow.
Animals do not know which, plants are beet for them.
Plant Food for People
{ i People eat plant food in two v/ays.
People cook some plants.
People eat some plants that are not cooked.








Here are the pictures of these plants.
. . Find the plant name that belongs under the plant picture.
V/rlte it under the picture.
rD/7ij^r-^£.s Tr(/r.r/mb^^ mans
m
• *' ^ ur





3500^ SoBlq -Dlooo aMtd Baa dlaoiffA
.WOTS aB ^Boo'i ^>nsX<l •^’a^ aBrttd
Baa aXamtitA
io*i J^aacf o*is a^iiaXq doidw yrocDl J^oa ob alacitiiA
'•8W cwd nt^Bool dnaJq daa alqoe^i
,
a^tnralq anio?; alooo alqos^
,h9:iooD don 9X3 daftt ydoalq si^a dae aXqos^

















.adn^Iq oasrid io asnxidoXq add 9*ib s^aH
,yiwd9tq diTBXq srfd 'isBou a^ftoXacf djjdd sinsa dnaXq odd BaX^?
* 9*rifdolq add *195130/ di 9di*iVf-.
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Here le a table.
Mother is making a salad .
The plants for the salad are on the table.








These are plants which we do not alv/ays cook*
Mother knows these plants are good for you.
Sometimes she puts these plants together*
She calls it a salad .
You should eat a salad every day.
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1 v;e cook many plant foods before vie eat them-





Draw as many, of these vegetables as
you can.
o
Here are some big v/ords-
In the big words are some little words.
Find the little words.
Draw a circle around the littj&ft v/ords.
p:|^ts ' ?^QL.er
(n^le tl^e
be^oig^ think) c^l; th^
ggouin^ hpld) wat^r late




ox: etiooi \f:c,D. >^ojr qM 1







•ixfio uox as aaldcd-o^ov saarfd- lo w.g^
.aD^o\7 '^6 saioa sis ;yiaH ?
,3&^ow ald'J-Jtl aiitoa 3'jB afyioT/ sriJ* irl f
*b5^.ov/ olS&ll odS htii*?
^SJ-iX QjiX tBJJO'ijs oIa*rlo s wb*i<T
V
f
rraJ’s'c^? ' \'^WB 8*TnsXq -
i3S9'U
_ s






9j3l •S3XjB\7 Moii •bfufcrt^
YIT^' Ilhvf 3Tci'iqa 'Il43*3t )i
XXbss ilarx'id .
*:./kcrcw ::’ ,3V Pi-
‘
Jig
This ItJ a game,
I am tlilnlcirjg al' oODiethijag taat begins with, the lebter s
It Is very eisall- *.Ve plant it in the grouiid in the spring.




I Vi thinidlng of 'something that begins with the letter p
It grows ground, T.'e eat one ever/ day for dinner,
Draiv a line unc.er the right word.
pancake po'^i;>Q.
pj.0 oiiiX’e
I am thinking C/f something that begins with the letter c




I am thinking ol‘ somethirjg ‘that begins v/ith the letter
} It Is little.' ye see it on trees and bushes in the winter. New
leaves and flowers come from it.
bug bed
bud bush
• 3 ai aidT- =
8 - iWiw SA'i^W^i^a *io 3ni::>IiiJtjrfd i!i« I
»Sr r'^<?a &nd ni InuiO'Vg vrfu rri *"i, v'TisXq se .IJCsisa «^9v s!- .
Mow ailt «t£t'xii/ «»frJ:X a v/b*i(T
MXaa bJLia
bS»9a XS9.'3
q 19^^91 er:& rttiw atiir-^d -^Bflcr Sftif^-DnKie
‘.o BnX>:txirf:r t**; l
laimtb *10^ vx9V9 snc -bnaoiB srM- .-t av/-:)-!^ J*K




. o rc9^^9l 9ili' lid'hv; aat'^scf'^BfU' srcixCuOffloa
iKs I





,d 19JJ-9X arfj- rfilw afilyncf i&U •jixrriXsiiiioa ic i
’
ws% .iscrntw oAt nl aariaud fiae asai^ no Ji saa aV7
'•.smU ei ^
'
.j£ mc'ft met) sTiovToIl Mb a9i''fJ3^
bed iiUd
ydaud
What do you see ?






Some of these vrcrds are In the picture.
Can you find them 7
Drav/ a line under the things you see.
ball kitten girl cut
carrot co^on water squirrel





.a'lU^’Dicx ftc 0*7.^ rsB'To'^ ‘i-o orKoS
T rK>'-f fieO
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gome words sound alike,
HTere are some words on t-he lef't side of* "bhe papar .
Here are some words on "the right side of the paper
hach word on the left side sounds like some word
on the right side.
Can you find the words that sound alike ?
Dra?7 a line to show them.
Here is a family
»
The words sound alike.
Can you find any other family?









isqsq 9il;f abJta no 8f>TX)V; eiaoo s'Tb srtdH'
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x\£t3.Q.y X Qx li ji.CLCr^X'’
Some animals build winter homes.
Some animals go to sleep for the winter.
Some animals store away food for the v/inter.
Scans animals hunt for food all winter,
iro\7 many times can you find the word some ?
t/rite the number here
How maiv times can you find the word afiimals ?
V/rlte the number here






Some animals build homes
window
sled
Some animals go to in the winter
sleep
story







f.'cs rx w:in-x.ey home in the mud.
Toads bAck into their holes back feet first.
The mud falls :ln over them.
This is the toad’s winter home.
\Read these words,
Find the word that belongs in each blank .
holes back
mud winter
Af f /fiA toad makes a v/inter home in the / I \ .
Toads £!A£^Linto their holes feet first.
The aua,,^ falls in over them,
This is the toad’s W'lvfBR home
A_Reaver’s V/inter Itom^
Beavers build fine hcsnes.
Their houses are often on the side of a bank.
Tunnels go into the water*
-Semetiaea that^flnd foud~lj:. Um w&terv
Sometimes they find food ir. tlie water.
Pood is stored ii* the roc«n above the water.
.sto'ri't .toe'i .‘icr.cf .'=;o.tori T!a'-iv -J-ni :i>rrf q^bo^V
.m/fxt TWO rri elL.i'i t^ira OrfT
« 3ffiorf^ nrsJxiiw o’bjiOit sd^ ei a>.rfT
•aMow seartt fxr.aH
















.9SK)xf a’fcaoJ- 9.i^ ai airTT
afoo!! nraJ'iiiV? 3^ *T«VH0tl A
^
?: / ^
.asino/I 9/iil blind ciiViiaH
*3Ursd JB abia acft rto nsd^lc o%'* asancd 'liarfir





.*xo<^-3\v sxiJ- .li boo'i bHil i^rfvt aaini^J^ijJDe
' add .li bool biil aa':d:Jofr.ov3
-. lit? >*0 avod£. WDOH arC^ iri byiodn al itoo’i. .jP. * "v# , ' ; ;. . .
Saae of these words tell about the beavers
Find the words
^ Drav/ a line under the right word,
' I,V/hat word tells about a beaver ?
I I
funny beautiful Jousv,
2.V/here do beavers build their homes 7
in the ii oofla
on the side of a bank
’
\ in the snow i
I
fire
? 3.Beavers build homes.
f --HP,
Their homes keep them from cold and snow.
soft
\ ,^5T:ovr 9if;t £wJt'5
,r«ow .tffsi't erf:)’ teJ^uj oalL b y/b^Q








7 39ffior{ Mii/d s'xevjBSCf o£> 9^er^?/•2
3i>oow add’ ci










• SSiflOXf MitrcT BTSVBoa.Sf
oni^
Q
xLl/..QodchUfi]c* ft V/fnter ITome
A woodcliuck lias a good lionie under the ground,
One ro<MQ Is large.
He Bleeps here.
The room has a tunnel to the front door.
There are many tunnels to the back doors.
IVoodchucks live on their own fat all winter.
In the spring they aire very thin.
Many animals live like this all winter.
Some of them are :
Here are some big words;
Inside are some little word^
Pln<l.the little words.
s^oc^chifck







trwo'r:^ Qxtt boo^ & asitf alourfofxxjvr A
‘ V
^
.ogisl at tsoom a«0
.&i9rf aqeels sH
.*toob wixo't^ SfU" oj" XsiXfiiA^' B ftsrf inooTE srfT
,a^cob dxIJ oJ- alsfliiJid- \^nL3ffl d^iB s'tarfT
,'i9^ni*v7 XIb d’Bl f£wo xio svil asIoi^robopV,'
\r^9V £>U3 'V;er&t
.
.‘-leJxiiv; Ii£ elrid- ovil aXmii^ f
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Skunks do not make a ae.; home.
They use an old home.
Sometimes they use an old wooddmck home.
Sometimes they find a v/arm place under a bam.
sometimes they find a warm place under the
roots of a tree.
They take long naps.
Some warm days they come out
They eat seeds ^ berries and mice# ^/
Find the right v;ords.
Draw a line under the right words,
new.
Skunks do not make a home,
now
XlS
Sometimes they an old woodchuck hole,
ase
sometimes they find a placa undsf a_bara.
worm
roof
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-^grt# aamlj-anioe
8J001 oriJ




-io3: Juo 9H00 xstij ax&b crrev aaio^
^•90ha hne adXmsd ^ab&oe J39 xaril
^a£rco\v otiJ brtlTT
• tiviOV/ 9jftj- *t9fi£nj {^[r^X B vi^Q.
v/an
. 0fiibx< n o^lBta Jon ob a:inio(2
wort
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A irhlpgnmk*.^ V/inter Rome
The chijmninl-c makes a fine house under the f;rounfi
It has long tunnels.
It has two rooms.
One room Is a sleeping room.
One TOom is for storing food.
The chipmunk does not sleep all winter.
He takes long naps.
On warm days he wakes up.
He eats the food he has stored in his house.
Chipmunks store they food in the autumn.
Chipmunks have little pockets in their cheeks.
They carry food in these pockets.
chipmunk’s house is under the ground,
s.y£}t has long tunnels.
These are capital letters.
Can you put them in the ri^ht places
3. _ here are two rooms.
n warm days he wakes up6
Uiisor^ od& tQfxw sGxJoxf £ ao^tsm ^iraqirfo erfT j
'
.
.olsanixcf 3pcoI aad ;fl
afliooi cwJ- asrf f
•Dioorr ^aiqsala b el mooi 8£t0 J
' ’ T
“







•i9ttrrlw He qssiB don eaob ^iEtutnqiifo oxfT
.aqjsn 300! b9?Lb& qH
,'ju es^Lew oif ip*icw 0O
<k
.sai/orf alrf nl bs'ioJ’a aexf erf bool arid ed*B9 9H
•rmtjJ'UB arfd" ni bo o'! a^coc^a ailttuniqtifO^
.03l99rftJ lifjrlj’ ni Rj‘9>!ooq svexf 3:lcijniqiiO|
a^oi^ooq 939iio fii boo^ \^rxeo xsifT
nB^sSdel le^xqeo 9TJ3 ©ssriT
*s9oeIq J-rf-.vt'X orfJ' nl nisdd Juq eoy reD -










,cK>orc ^niqsQls e cjfc laoo^ ©n.
^Bqsa T^ol 892lBu 9 .d
,qw c9rfGW od s:veb. fflrcfiw ff,-l..
Some animals live way that they can.
These animals do not make winter homes.
They do not store food.
They do not sleep all winter.
They hunt for food all winter.
Their winter coats grow thick and warm.
Here are some big v/ords. ^
Find the little words in the big words.





A rabbit has long ears and a short tall.
Rabbits do not make winter homes.
They just sit down In a place that looks safe.
Snow often covers them.
This does not hurt them.
They hunt for food.
They eat dry grass.
They eat winter seeds.
They eat the bark of trees.
They must be very careful.








v^faj t v; '\jr&'. ^feSf^ ub xu
.
,,csn!oir •£9Jixl:w. xron o6 almtca eat'dT
.boo^i* e^ocTa .ton of> yarfT
•natnJtw Iln qasla J-on oJb
• *iat£tly^ £Ib fioo'i tos/ii ysxiT
,iirxBv/ b£m woxi atsop 'ractaiw *itoitT
i
• sfnrov/ 3J:cf scioa otii a»t3ll
«afnro\7 ^icf erLt nl ab^ovr oXJ-cJ-l:! orfx









.XxbX Jncrfa B f)fcB B'me 3ftoX anil A
• asiaorf rteXniw a>!Bra d-on ob ad-icf(?BH
,9*1b8 bMooX d'BTld oobXc b rti rr.vob X'la xtanti ’^adT <
.aiadvJ 319VOO naS*to y/oxt2
wsssxfd’ X-TL'd ffyrt a-9oh aldtP
•5co^ r[o'i dixmi
'
. esBTi Y"cf> «tB9 \:arIT
• absaa 'xadniw Xsa Y^dT
.ass'xt Ic disd 9cfX dB9 Y®rfT
^XLlaiBo ’*4»i3v acf Xajjm,Y9dT
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Squirrels hide in mant/ places.
Some squirrels sleep in the top of people *s houses.
Some sleep In Mrd houses.
Some take nape under the roots of trees*
Squirrels hunt food in v/lnter.
They find acorns.
f
Txiey eat seeds •
They take the farmer’s grain.
Squirrels store food In the autumn.
They hide their food in trees.
They hide It In the ground.
On cold winter days they find it and eat it.>
Red squirrels like tha cones of trees.
They live near these trees.
Squirrels have little pccicets in thstr chee7iC.i
They carry food in these pockets.
Squirrels are bigger than chipmunks.
A chipmunk has a stripe
Some squirrels are gray.
Some squirrels are red.
» V
i
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las long Gap^S . A
2* Habbits must be very
3.
"4.






Rabbits P dry grass.
Rabbits sit dawn in a place tliat looks 5ft r-F-
often covers them.
, 8, Snow does not VxJRTv them.
0. Rabbits cat tlle p) A r i-L of trees.
||
TO, A rabbit has a ShnAily tall.
«
II. Many MQ:..animals would like to have them for food.
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£.5/* coat -Is mad3 of soft
'
- I hava loiig ear's,
r
I hava a short tail,
i
I
Vi/bat am I 7
Draw me
•
My fur coat has a stripe
down the back*,
I am smaller than a squirrel,
7/hat am I ?
Draw me.
fur coat Is blacky
There are v/hlte stripes on. rny coat,i
I eat seeds, berries and mice,
j






Uy fur coat is gray,
Lty tail is b:|g and bushy,
1 like to eai nuts,
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Deer In V/inter
Deer do net make v/inter homes.
They rest in warm places.
They hunt for food.
They eat moss.
They push away the snow with their feet.
Sometimes they find grass.
They eat> trees that are small.
They eat bark.
They eat twigs.
They make paths in the snow,
Thej'’ keep these paths open all v/inter,
Many deer push av/ay sndv/ to make a round place like a floor.
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Here are some capital letters
Can you find where they belong ?
3.^hey push av;ay snow with their feet.
4..^.pmetimes they find grass.
deer push ai;ay snow to make a round place like a
floor.
moss and grass are ready to eat.
Here are some big words*
Find some little words in the big words*
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V/olves and foxes do not store away food,
t
' They run about all v/inter.
they kill other small animals for food.
They are strong.
They kill- and eat man>>’' animals.
|,
Read these words.




do not store av;ay food.
2. V/olves and foxes are very
3
.
They ,about all winter,
4. They do not ay food.
5. They Tfl/J-and
_tAC. -a 1 -, animals
,
6. V/olves and foxes do not store awav'- JE:PQH -
/
/
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Many cannot live in the cold Iforth In the winter-
V
These birds fly to the warm South.
r I
4
-In the Fall we can see many bli-xis flying together.
They are going to homes In the South.
^
"
Most of the summer birds fly to the South.
T/e CfUi see robins j bluebli*dsy ,wrrens and swallows,
' These birds have to fly for many miles.
' The trip takes a long tlme^
Some birds fly by day. ^
1 4
Most birds fly by night.
I
• They cannot fly very fast.
They must rest.
They must find food.
We call this long flying trip a MIGHATIOK «
%
• V
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All Mrde live in the North all winter.
Some birds fly to the South,
The North is wanner than the South,
All birds fly to the Soutli.
Robins live in the North all winter.
The flying trip from the North
to the South is long ana liard.
Some birds fly by day,
Most birds fly by night.
The birds fly very fast.
The long trip is called a I'lGHATION.
Here ai*e big v/ords.
There are little words In the big y/ords.
Draw a line around the Hitie words.
many v/arm these cannot ^-Aivaliov’s
can fall flying for cannot
cold not Mortli must call
together
win .
r 5b ' 1 '
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Drew ar. Autumn Picture.
. DTcivf a hill 5u the picture.
You and your friends are ntandlrg on the I’' ’’.I®
t You are watching the birdn flylrig South.
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CJome Big >niraber 3
some -Dlrds have long.er KTCR«I01I
trlpr than other birds.
Birds that live on ihe land are called
land ''^^ds,
The- land bird that c^es the lonpest
HIG3,lTI0i^ tr .p
Is tile Nighthawk.
This bird flies 7f000 miles*
Birds that live on the water are called
water blias.
V/ater birds take longer trljJS 'than land
birds.
ISany water birds fly more tlian 8,000
miles.
The Arctic Tern takes the longest trip of
all lirds.
This birds flies over II^ODO miles.
Think about, these numbers*
Here is a small number-;— 7
This number is bigger tlian 7 • It is 7C »
This’ number is blg^^er than 70 « It is 70C •
This number is bigger t'lan 700, It is 7CX)0,
The small number is 7
The big number is 70
The bigger number is 700
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ScHne birds take longer .trips than other bird:
The land bird that takes the longest migration trip is th
The KIghthawk flies miles.
.birds take ^longer trips than land blixs,
Water birds fly more than miles.
The Arctic Tern -flies o\'’er mi.lee
YES or
7 birds is more than 70 birds.
70 birds is more than 700 birds.
7000 birds is more than 700 birds.
80 birds is more than 8 birds.
8600 birds is more than 80 birds.
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More about. I^iimbers
You are 7 years oldc
Your Grandfather Is 70 years old.
There are no people 70C. years old.
But many trees are 700 years old.
There were not many people In the world 7000
I




70 is more than 7 but not as much as 700.
700 is more than 7 but not as much as 7000,
7 is more than 70 but not as much as 700.
7 is more than 70.
70 is more than 700
»
70CC is more than 700
700 is more than 70
4 '
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Birds
Some, birds st.a/ in the Horth all v/lnter«
They have to hunt for food;
The*/ have to hunt for warm places to stay,
%
’Vinter birds eat buds.
They eat dried berries.
They eat dried fruits that are left on the trees.
They eat seeds.
Some birds eat nuts and acorns,
inter birds sit in branches of trees.
They sit in bushes.
They hMe 5n long> dry £;rass.
Sometimes snow falls over* them.
It gives them a warm cover.
They, keep warm by puffing out -their feathers.
This makes them look big and fluffy.
buds seeds berries feathers branches
fruits nuts grass snow big
bushes
9 "i" J * ? XXjy '
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winter birds hide in. di7
falls over them,
Winter birds eat » ^
They eat dried £-T3d dried »
Winter birds rsit in the of trees.
They keep warm by puffing out tlielr
This makes them look
.
Draw a v/inter tree with its buds.
Show a bird eating buds.
Draw a v/lnter bush with dried berries.
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The Blue Jay has a light gray eoat.
He Is sometimes called the clown of birds,
Sometimes he is called a robber bird.
The Blue Jay is beautiltilw
He has a soi't voice.
Sometimes his voice is like a sweet bell.




Read these big v/ords.
Find the little words inside the big v^ords,
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A V/oodpecker gets Its name because it pecks at v;ood,
Kc pecks at the bark of trees to get insects to eat«
He pecks deep into old wood to make a hole for his'eggs»
A Woodpecker stays on a tree most of the time*
He has short ,fat legs*
He has strong^ sharp clav/s*
This helps him stay on the tree.
Have you ever seen a Woodpecker work on a treel
He works and works*
, Do you know how he stays on the tree for such a long time ?
His tail has strong feathers*
At the end of his tail are hard things like sharp sticks*
This sharp tall holds the woodpecker to the tree*
The Woodpecker has a sharp, fat beak.
This is so that he can cut tiirough wood.
He has a very long tongue*
It ends in a hard point.
It has small, sharp sticks along the sides.
With this long, sharp ton^rue he can catch bvjgs
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A V»oodpecker pecks at v/ood,
'.Viiy does a V;oodpecker peck at wood ?
Head these answers.
Two of these answers are right.
The other answers are not right.
V/rlte the right ansivers on the lines.
A Woodpecker pecks at wood
1. Because he eats wood.
2. Because he eats Insects under the bark
3. Because he wants to keep warm.
4. Because he v/ants to hide.
5*
* Because he wants a hole for his eggs.
k
One answer is right.
Put a V beside the right answer,
A Woodpecker stays on a tree
1 . Ail the time
,
2, Ifot nnch of the time,
• 3 . Most of the time ^
m:’
c •
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Oif.t to otj>.r . Jc^'l S'
Ms
-short legs and sharp claws help him
I#Run on the ^ound *
2. Fly in the air,
3. Stay on the treeo
IVhat other part of the woodpecker helps him stay op the tree 7
I





v/hlch word tells what the woodpecker's tall lo like ?
N
Put a circle around the word that tells you.
thin soft little strong
Hls beak is short sharp small.







a long^ sharp toi^ie.
I* Dig holes.
2. Stay on the tree.
3. Catch bugs deep in the tree.
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Puw. these V7ords in the right boxes a
I, T^'ord begins with 8
I, word liegins with 8m
2 words begin vdth. st
2 words begin with sh
3 words be.c’in with str
Be careful.
Do not mix up st and str
These are the words*
Read them*
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Tiie T)c^*my V/'00dp*5CiCt';r is
Ke Is black and v/hlte.
He is friendly*












Here is a picture of Downy V/oodpacker,
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InLoldii ai'2 litbi.s A*ox*b6,
Put. tx cil'clw tii'ouiiu the little ivords*,




name hie short beak work
seen for has know this




Dz^v; a c.tctui'e of a Blue O's^o
























The Nuthatch is called an upside-down bind*
He can run up and down and all around on the trunk of a tre©o
He can run up and down the side of a stone wall*
Sometimes he moves right side up*








One of these words has the sound ow In the middle of itself
Write that word here
right side up
One word ends In the sound ight *
V/rlte that v/oid here*
There are tv/o words in the word upside
Write the small word here.
The small v/ord has two letters*
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There are two small words inside this word.
Each small word has throe l.etters
’^rlte one in each box.
Do you know what the last two letters say ?
i
V/rite the sound in this box.
up down
. sometimes
The nuthatch is called an





it moves rifjht elds upo ~






Draw the trunk of a tree.,
Shov/ a nuthatch climbing upside dowD.„
/
Draw the trunk of a tree.
Show a. nuthatch climbing right side up.

Tlie nuthatch Is blue-gray and black.
The under parts are gray-white.
He has a short tail.
His bill is lomg cind thin.
short bilX part
long thin ursf^er
One of these words has the little \/ord
Find that word,
V/rlte it in the box.
Another word has or Inside Itself,
Find that word,
V/rlte It in the box.
Another word -has ill Inside itself,,







V/rite it in the box.

The Kuthatch and the T/oodpecker-
Because the nuthatch has a. short tail he can climb
any way over the trees*
Because the woodpecker has a long, strong tall he caainot
climb so fast*
But the woodpecker® 8 tall holds him in one place so that
he can cut wood*
The woodpecker has a short, fat bill*
s
Tills helps him cut the v^oo<=i,.
The nuthatch has a long, thin bill.
He cannot cut wood like the woodpecker.
But his long, sharp bill can run into the little cracks
in the tree.
Many Insects live deep In the cracks.
The nuthatch can catch these insects.
Which is rl|^t ?
Put a V beside the one that is right.
y
A * A A W i-m kA W * X# V
>
I ,This helps him to fly.
2.Helps him to eat*
3* Helps him climb over the tree.
in A woodpecker has a, long, stron^f tall.
I.This helps him to cl'Lmb.
2 .Helps him co/o deep into oiie v^ood.
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The' nuthatch has a long thin
. This bill heipii him
1, To cut wood.,
2, To catch insects 'in the air,
3, To catch insects in the cracks
of trees
«
The woodpecker has a short ^fat bill,
This bill helps him
i!*' •
r . I. To catch insects .in the cracks
of the tree,
2«To catch insects in the air«






The KUthatoh ie a helpar to t.Tio t.rc^.
He eats the insects that hurt the tree-:
He can catch the Insects hidden deep in the cracJa'. of the tr
The woodpecker is a helper to the tree.
He cuts deep into the wood and eats the Insects that
hurt the tree.
Moi*e about the Huthatch
The nuthatch is a friendly bird.
If you are quiet he v/ill stay near you.
He is a very busy bird,
- He does not keep still.
Find the small words inside the big words.
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Tiis chickadee is a small bird*
It Is gray and v;hlte*
It has a black eap»
The chickadee is a happy birdc





Mapy people know this soi^g.
Bill mary people do not know that he has two other songs
r
He whistles his othei’ songs
»
The spring song says Phee-beCo
black small
gr^ white
Fill in the blanks
^
The chickadee is a ^_blrd„
He is and
,















Two of these words tell what the
Find them,
V/rite the words in the boxes
Find the chickadee ®s winter songc
Write the words in the box- '
chickadee Is like-
Find the chickadee ®s spring song^
Write the words in the box-
helping the Birds
In the winter it is hard for-^the birds to find food.
You can help them.
Put out a bird feeding shelf in your yard-
Hang a piece of suet to a branch of a tree^
'
1
The chickadees and woodpeckers and nuthatches will like the suet
The chickadees, blue Jays and sparrows will like the bird seed.
Tou can buy bird seed at the store.
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'Draw a picture of* your, yard*
« Mrd ;&eedlug shelf*
Dratv scene suet haiy^iing from a tree,
nrm eoiae Mr»le srstiug-.
Draw a woodpecker^ a nuthatch,
a chickadee and a blue jay in your picture
.P!it yourse.lf in the pictu.re.







Guess the names of these birds
»
Put the right name into each box*
I
o , This bird cuts deep into word. He cuts out Insects that
hurt the treSo He ie a helper to the tree*
His name is
Put his name in this box*
1 1 I ii^ . — !
This bird has a loud voices He is very beautiful. He is
sometimes called the clown of birds*
His name is
___
Put his name in this box*
/
This bird is small c He wears a black
likes snowy weather*^
His name is
Rrb his name in this box*




This bird catches the insects in the cracks of trees* He is a
helper to the tree^ He is Bometlraes, called the upside-down
•I
bird because of the way he climbs about on a tree*
His name is
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A Story about V/inter.
In winter the v/eather Is cold.
The ground la hard and frozen*
Sometimes the gr^-^urd.
There le Ice on the
Trees are bare.
The winter months are January^ Febx iiry and the first part
of Marcho
Waiting to be ::om.
Mans' tilings are uslec^p*
Flarit seeds lie ctiUi in the groun l.
'Phey are v/altlng for the spring.
Many eggs lie In the ground and Ir the b^rk %f tret^.
These are Insects waiting to be b<m.
Caterpillars sleep In their cocoo
Thsey are waiting to be born into loths and buttt'fiie£.
Many animals lie sleeping in the ground.
Some animals sleep all v/lnter.
Some animals come out on good days,
Winter anlinais ai*e looking for ^ood and warm places to rest
Winte'r birds are lookin^^, for food and warm places to rest.
Id ')i?t.')y plcicos^ of tha v/oild it Is warm.
Birds that fly south find food and nests.
Trains bring us fresh vegetables and fruit from the warm
parts of the world.
In these places it Is summer all year rounds
In the Jiorth children play In the anov/o
w£ lil or(J'
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Draw a y/lnter picture
e
The children are walking through a field „
Some of them are going to slide on the hill„
Some of them ard going to skate on the pond,.
Some of the winter animal.s ar^ watching t>ierao
Some 'of the winter birds are looking for food„

/V V-
feopie Gfet ueady ioi* V/inter
Clothes
In wirrt.er the weather is cold. .
We need warm clothes.
V/arm clothes are made of wool.
Oxir bodies are warm.
Woolen clothes hold the heat of our bodies.
Body heat stays Inside our woolen clothes.
So v^e keep warm In cold weather#
Draw your picture dressed in your warmest clothes.
Draw two of your friends dressed in their 'warmest clothes.
Draw two things in the picture to sho?/ It is winter.
Draw two trees in the pleture.
should ‘they loot 'i'
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Find the riLiit word
V/arm clothes are made of
Woolen clothes hold the
In winter we need clothes
.
V/eather Is in the winter.
Read these big ^.'ords.
*
Find the sm;?.ll wt^rds ins:Me the big v/or
W- Drav/ 0. circle around the sina?ul words
,
cold heat woolen
winter UVJ>JLU. .» jr -jLxicixu.e
People in .the Par Forth.
Some people live in the Forth,
These people are called Esichnos,
The weather is cold.
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Warm Clot-lies for Eskimos
Eskimos wear fur clothes.
They wear fur coats.
They wear fur hats.
They wear fur shoes.
Pur Is warmer than wool.




Find the right v/ords.





. . __ and on the ground*
S(Mne people live In the
V
Eskimo Babies
Eskimo babies are dressed in fur.
Their under\f/ear is made of birds® sklns^
Soft feathers hold in the heat.
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*Draw an Eskimo' Family
•
Draw the father, the mother and the baby
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Read these woi'ds
Find the right v/ords.
fur heat
slclns feathers
Eskimo babies are dressed in
___
Their undenvear is made of birds*
Soft
_____
hold in the '
Draw an Eskimo boy.
Draw his fur coat.
Draw his fur hat.
Draw' his fur shoea.
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In summer v:?? v/car coal clothes.
Our clothes are made of cotton.
Cotton does not hold the heat of o»ii’ bodies*
Cotton clotJies let body heat ^et awa^y,
T;e feel well when we are cool.
Some parts of the world have eunrner all the year.
V/hat kind of clothes do these chilclren wear ?
-7
Draw their picture,
Drav/ two things in the picture that will show the
weather is vvanrj.
Draw two xrees in the picture.
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In the winter we rcust have warm houses,
?;e make a fire in the stove.
Vie make a fire in the furnace.
Sometimes we hum coisl.
Sometimes we hum wood.
Sometimes we bum oil.
Sometimes ive bum gas.
5 Head these words.









Here are some words.
In each square three v/ords belong together.
One word does not belong in the square.
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Food helps "to keep us’ 'tuivm.
Food makes body heat.
In the fall mother canned vegetables and fruit
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Here Is a picture of Motlier camliig fruit..
Put an X on Mother, >
Color her dress blue,
Nancy and Jlmqy are watching her,
Nancy Is helping Mother^
Put an 0 on Nancy.
Color her dress red.
Color her apron ^reen.
Put a V on Jlininy
Color his shirt yellow.
Put a Q on the stove.
_jcso rxB ' \
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Motlrer Is taking ovit some fruit.
Put a V on the spoon.
Find the jar of fruit.
Put an X on it«
In the fall the fanners are very busy-*
They bring in food from the garden®
* j
We call' this the Harvest -Time*
The farmer brings in potatoes from the potato field.
He brings in turnips ^ onions and cabbages.
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Draw a picture of* tlie fanner*
\
I, Show the farmer bringing in potatoes irom
the potato field.
2. Show the farmer picking apples.
3. The farmer puts many fniitri and T^egetables
into his truck.
He drives his truck to tov-ra.
He sells his frvvits and vegetiibleii to
the Grocery store.
Draw a picture of the Farmer’s tinick full
of vegetaJ^lce and fruit.
4.Draw a picture of you and your mother
^
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Stores have fresh vegetables and fruit in the summer.
The Farmers bring the vegetables from the gardens.
Stores have fresh vegetables in the winter.
But the weather is cold.
The gardens^are covered with snow and ice.




Read this story and see If you. are right.
Some parts of the v/orld are warm all the year.
In the warm South gardens are growing all the year.
Past trains bring the vegetables from the gardens of the
South to the cold cities of the Forth,
These trains have cold cars.
The cold cars are called Refrigerator cars.
These cold cars keep the vegetables fresh.
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. How city people get food,
.
People In the clt}’’ and town ret food from the store,
Scmietlmee they get canned vegetables.
Sometimes they get canned fruit.
Sometimes they get o^jfined meat.
Sometimes they get canned fish.
|




Semetimes they get fresh vegetables. .




People In the country get food from the ftiTDlS |j
(
They get it from their gardens.
They pick fresh vegetables.
I
They pick fresh fim.’lt,
!
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Some of these sentences are true.
Some are not true.
Can you tell which Is v/hich ?
Put a C beside the ones that are true-
Put a X beside the ones that are not true
Stores do not have fresh vegetables.
Gardens grow in the v/arm South all the year.
In the winter the weather is cold in all par*ts oi' the world
Some parts of the world are vnrm ahl the year.
In the North the winter is warm.
In the SoutJv the wirAt.er Ic
Gardens grm in the North all year.
Stores have fresh vegetables all year.
Fast trains bring vegetables from the south.
Kefrlgerator cars are cold cars.
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'
H'ere are a or]? b^l/T r'ords.
‘.Cjiere are lit.tie sioids in the big words
Find the litt.lo v/ords.




fall can potato turnips
canned farmer onion bring
fruit busy family vegetable





Find all the wc?rdp lhat r»ay tb.<? rains of a vegetable.
Put. tliose v/ordf? together <.
2f ftjX the v;orsi". that say the name of a frult«
Put those words together*
3o Fln5 six the i/ords that tcXl h.«TK we heat our house
»
Pet LVoae v;or'dS'tcgetl‘i6ii:,
4fl Fl.rd lCX \Xis c>f cX otJies that you can.
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A Story about J&ircb
Jn Karch the weattier Is windy.
Children like to fly kites.
The ^oiind is muddy.
Bob lives near the woods.
One day he found some pussy willows.
He brought them to school ^
Nancy saw an early spring robin.
^
It spldJ "CTneer up^ Cheer upl "
Draw the picture of this story.
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In spring things begin to v;ake up.
Animals come out of. their winter homes.
They are very thin.
They begin to look for food.
Soon baby animals vrlll, be bom,
Every day birds come back from the South.
They begin to build nests.
Soon baby birds v^ill be bom.
Closed leaf buds on the trees and bushes
-being to open,
llew sprlr^g leaves and flowers will .come out,
Hants begin to grow.
The farmer plov;s the ground.
Then he plants his seeds.
Spring time is planting time.
A Spring Garden
The fanner ploit^s the ground.
This makes It smooth and fine .for* :i,*rowir«?
The farmer plants many kind.s of csf-t;?.,
Draw a picture of the farmer planting his gazdeh.
Some men are helping Mm.
One man is driving a tractor.
Another is raking over the ground, '
Some men are planting the seeds,
bhov; the farmer and his men at work in the gpxdcsri
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One day "the diildren ireiJfieinbered "to loolc at. tiie Chi*ysallSv ^
The Chrysalis was cracking open»
Out came a big Insects
It looked dark and v/eto
Slov/ly it turned around.
It began to spread its wings.
They were brof\m.
As it dried it spread its wings out.
The children sav/ that it was beautiful.
The teacher told them that this Insect was a Monarch butterfly
I .Draw a branch . Shov^ the chryealic hanging from the branch.
2, Draw v/hat came out of the chrysalis.
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Some of these v/crbs ar*e names of plants*
Some of these woi*ds are names of animals*
Some of these words are names of birds* ^ .
Try to write the names v/liere they belong
«
woodchuck chiiHmink. chickadee turnip
blue Jay woodpecker carrot skunk
lettuce potato nuthatch onion
squirrel celery radish toad
I

Some of these pictures belong to stories about springs
Some of these pictures do not belong to spring,,
V/rlte the v/ord SPK2IJG under each spring picture.
s
Put an X under each picture that is not a spring picture,.

A Story about Summer
Nbw the weather is warm.
Some days are very hot.
There are many flowers in the rarden.
Trtus are covered v/itii green leaves.
tiaixf people go to cool vacation places.
Some people go to tlie seashore.
Some people go to the mountains.
Some people go to the country.
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Do you remember the names of the^ autumn months ?
Do you remember the names of the winter months ?
The Spring months are ***
the last part of March, April, May and tlie first part of June
The Summer months are —
- the last part of «^une, July and August*
There are four seasons In the year
Winter Spring Summer Autumn
Draw a line under the right v/ord,
I • V/hat name is an, Autumn month ?
January October I,!ay
2, V/hlch name is a winter month ?
October April February
3, V/hlch name is a summer month ?
ifovember July April
4, V/hlch name is a spring month ?
December August July
Spring Summer V/lnter Autunui
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Draw a plf^'ti’re of ^.ctch of "these mont.h3
October Juraw trees in each picture <,
J^cTlu.^4^y
\
Think hov; triey will look-
Airrll ' Drav; .you and your friends
»
Jul^' Be iurc you nave the right clothes
for- each picture.
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